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INTRODUCTION
€
INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to determine whether wegik-
nesses and strengths in visual and auditory perception and motor
coordination, indicated at the kindergarten level, persist when
those same children have reached the fifth grade and to deter-
mine what relationship, if any, exists between these functions,
reading achievement, spelling achievement, and mental age. The
problem of sex differences will also be studied as it relates
to visual and auditory perception and motor coordination. In
addition a study will be made of the location of errors in
visual and auditory perception.
It is hoped that answers will be found to the following
questions:
1. Do weaknesses or strengths in visual perception,
indicated at the primary grade level, persist at
the intermediate grade level?
2. Do weaknesses or strengths in auditory perception,
indicated at the primary grade level, persist at
the intermediate grade level?
3. Do weaknesses or strengths in motor coordination,
indicated at the primary grade level, persist at
the intermediate grade level?
4. Is there any relationship between visual percep-
tion, reading and spelling achievement and mental
f
age?
5. Is there any relationship between auditory per-
ception, reading and spelling achievement and
mental age?
6. Is there any relationship between motor coordina-
tion, reading and spelling achievement and mental
age?
7, Are there any sex differences in visual and audi-
tory perception and motor coordination at the
intermediate grade level?
8, Where do errors in visual and auditory perception
tend to occur?
While previous research studies have investigated the
relationship between visual and auditory perception, reading
and spelling achievement and motor coordination, it is believed
by the writer that no study has been made of whether visual,
auditory and motor weaknesses or strengths observed in children
at the primary grade level persist in those same children at the
intermediate grade level. It is also believed by the writer
that this is the first study to attempt the analysis of the
position of auditory errors by means of a group test.
rc
CHAPTER I

CHAPTER I
SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Introduction , The problem of visual and auditory per-
ception has been of interest to educators for some time, part-
icularly to those in the field of reading. Research has been
carried on concerning visual and auditory perception in rela-
tion to reading readiness and the prediction of success or
failure in beginning reading. Likewise various aspects of these
functions have been studied in connection with the improvement
of primary grade reading. Several include motor coordination
as well, A few studies have been made of visual and auditory
perception as they relate to reading and spelling achievement
at the intermediate grade level. Since an exhaustive report on
the detailed studies in each field — visual, auditory and motor
— would be Impractical, only those sources which appear to per-
tain most closely to the writer's problem will be reviewed. No
attempt will be made to cover the studies pertaining to the
physical factors of visual and auditory perception, i.e. studies
dealing with eye and ear tests and speed of perception. Neither
will the still controversial subject of the psychological fac-
tors of these functions be set forth. Such studies consider
the manner in which words are perceived — as wholes, parts, or
by certain dominant characteristics — and have been a subject
of debate and investigation for a number of years.
Persistence . A survey of the literature reveals that the
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problem of the persistence of weaknesses and strengths in visual
and auditory perception and motor coordination has not been
studied. Several studies, however, indicate that there are
visual and auditory perception weaknesses at the intermediate
grade level. Betts, after giving a list of the percentage of
pupils making various types of errors in word perception, states
that, "Special attention should be given to word perception at
the fifth grade level. "-^ Pertinent intermediate grade studies
will be discussed under the separate subjects of visual discri-
mination, auditory discrimination, motor coordination, sex dif-
ferences and types of errors.
Visual discrimination. There have been more investig:a-
tlons of visual perception as it relates to reading and spelling
achievement than auditory perception or motor coordination.
Several studies consider visual perception as part of a series
of reading readiness tests. Gates shows the correlation be-
tween the Word Matching and Word-Card Matching tests, mental age
and reading achievement. The Word Matching test requires the
matching of two words both visible at once and printed in primer
book size. The Word-Card Matching test involves matching a word
shown on a card at a distance and removed with a word in front
of the child printed in primer book type. Gates found the cor-
relation between the Word Matching test and Mental Age to be
1. Emmett A. Betts, "Reading Problems at the Inter-
mediate G-rade Level," Elementary School Journal, XL (June, 1940)
746.

6.64,^ and with reading ability at the end of the half year .45.^
The correlation between the Word-Card Matching test and Mental
Age was .51 while with reading ability at the end of the se-
mester it was .47.^ Of the four tests of visual perception
used by Smart — matching lower case letters from memory,
naming capital and lower case letters and matching words from
memory — the most difficult was found to be the matching of
words from memory. Similar results were noted by (Jreenleaf
who found that of four tests, visual memory of words, design
comparison, word comparison and visual memory of designs, "the
visueJ. perception test, testing the ability to remember word
forms, has a correlation of 0,45 with the pronunciation test
and appears to be the type of test that has the greatest rela-
tion to reading achievement,"^ V/hile Monroe found that a com-
bination of the results of visual, auditory, motor, articula-
tion and language tests proved more predictive of success in
reading than any one type of test, she did find that next in
1. Arthur I. Gates, "A Further Evaluation of Reading
Readiness Tests," Elementary School Journal, XL (April, 1940), 585
2. Ibid., p. 587,
3. Ibid ., p. 585, 587.
4. Alice M. Smart, "Diagnostic Reading Readiness Test,"
Master's thesis, Boston University , School of Education, 1941, p. 91.
5. Elizabeth Greenleaf, "Evaluation of Visual Precept ion
Tests for Predicting Success in First G-rade Reading," Master's
thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1936, p. 29.

6order of predictive value were the auditory and visual tests.
In a study concerned with predicting first grade reading achieve
ment, Deputy gets the following correlations with the composite
score on three reading tests: visual-visual association test
p
.52, word selection .49, visual-auditory association test .39.
He comments on his findings as follows: "The correlations found
between the five tests of reading readiness and the combined
scores on the tests of reading ability show that the Pintner
Cunningham Mental Test gives the best single means of predicting
first grade reading achievement. However, the other tests used
In this study raised the predictive power of the mental test
appreciably. The combined scores on the individual tests of
reading readiness correlate with reading achievement practically
as well as the scores on the standardized mental test."*^ All
of the above studies bear out the thought expressed by Gates
that "Perception as it functions with words as data, then, is
rather a special kind of perception and in the majority of cases
It cannot be predicted at all accurately from knowledge of other
1. Marion Monroe, "Reading Aptitude Tests for the Pre-
diction of Success and Failure in Beg:inninp: Reading," Education.
56:12, September, 1935.
2. E. C. Deputy, Predicting First Grade Reading Achieve-
ment, (Contributions to Education No, 426, Teachers' College.
Columbia University, 1930), p. 30.
3. Ibid., p. 44.
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7types of perception.'"- He adds further that "when the influence
of intelligence is eliminated, the correlations of reading and
spelling with a single sample of word perception remains rela-
tively high. In an earlier investigation^ G-ates found that
many poor readers obtained low scores on word tests but scores
equal to those of good readers in similar functions when draw-
ings, digits, etc. were used. He, therefore, concluded that
poor reading was not due to a general visual perception defect
but to a specific defect in word perception. In this same study
he found that "when the perceptual abilities are satisfactory
for reading they may still be insufficiently precise for per-
ceptible assistance in spelling."
Junkins and Smith have worked at the problem of visual
perception from a slightly different angle. Both have used in-
struction in visual discrimination in the classroom to see its
effect upon reading achievement. From her study Junkins draws
the following conclusions: (1) "In the visual discrimination
test which is a specific measure of the teaching, the experi-
Ti Arthur I. G-ates, "A Study of the Role of Visual Per-
ception, Intelligence and Certain Associative Processes in Read-
ing and Spelling," Journal of Educat ional Psychology
.
17:436,
October, 1926.
2. Ibid . . p. 441.
3. Arthur I. G-ates, Psychology of Reading and Spelling
with Special Reference to Disability
, ( Contributions to Educa-
tion No. 129, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1922)
,
p. 38.
4. Ibid., p. 69.

mental group was superior to the control group, despite the fact
that the control group had the advantage of a better mean mental
age. (2) The visual discrimination exercises improved the rate
of learning of new words. (3) In the Detroit Word Recognition
Test the experimental group was superior to the control group...
The critical ratio is 3.8 which is statistically significant."-'-
Smith studied the effect of one type of word perception on be-
ginning reading. The experimental group was given words in con-
text and then flashed without context ten minutes a day, three
days a week, for eight weeks. The control group was given an
extra half hour of work a week in word perception as the teacher
chose to teach it. At the end of the period there was a differ-
ence in favor of the experimental group in visual perception,
word recognition, oral reading grade and errors In oral reading.
In reading achievement there was no significant difference in
ability but greater gains were made by the experimental group.
^
In the field of intermediate and upper grade reading two
men have made studies of visual perception. The first was done
by Acomb in grades 3-6. His results show "Significant relation-
ship between Visual Memory of Word Pattern and the following
1, Kathryn M. Junklns, "Construction and Evaluation of
Exercises for Developing Visual Discrimination in Beginning
Reading," Master's thesis, Boston University, School of Educa-
tion, 1940, p. 79.
2. G-eraldine F. Smith, "Development and Evaluation of a
Quick Perception Method in Beginning Reading," Master's thesis,
Boston University, School of Education, 1940, p. 76,
rt
9factors: 1, C.A. , 2. M.A», 3. Reading Grade, 4. Spelling Grade,
5. Auditory Recognition of Words Pronounced, 6. Speed of Hand-
writing from copy."^ He concludes In part that "1. The ability
to distinguish through visual and auditory means small differ-
ences between words with accuracy and rapidity depends somewhat
on mental age. 2. Visual and auditory discrimination, percep-
tion and assoclabillty, are highly significant factors in rela-
tion to reading ability and 3. Visual and auditory factors are
significantly related to spelling ability."'^ The second study
was made in grades 6, 7 and 8 by Herbert. In studying the
accuracy with which pupils perceive Individual words at differ-
ent exposure speeds, he found that: "The lowest scores on the
perception test were made by division 6Y; this division vias made
up of the poorest readers." He also found that the correlation
between general reading ability and perception of individual
words yielded the coefficient .52 (Pearson Product Moment For-
mula).'*
Auditory discrimination. While not as many research pro-
blems in auditory perception have been set up and solved, those
1
1. Allan Acomb, "A Study of the Psychological Factors in
Reading and Spelling," Master's thesis, Boston University,
School of Education, 1936, p. 47.
2. Ibid,, p. 87.
3, Dudley Herbert, "Word Perception in the Upper Grades,
Master's thesis, Boston University , School of Education, 1939, p. 29.
4, Loc. clt.
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which have been completed indicate the importance of this func-
tion. One investigator found, after trying out materials by a
visual and an auditory method of presentation, that ^33.1^ were
found to be auditory learners in so far as the problem of learn-
ing to read was concerned, in that auditory presentations of
visual reading materials were more effective in their learning
than were purely visual presentations of the same material.""^
As previously cited in connection with visual perception, Monroe
found that next in order after the combination of tests, the
auditory and visual tests proved of greatest value in the pre-
diction of reading achievement,^ In a study carried on in the
first grade, Tufts gets the following correlations with auditory
•I
discrimination: C.A, eta .23, M.A. r .37, Reading Score r .47.'^
Therefore she concluded that "correlation showed" that chronolog-
ical age or maturation had little effect on auditory discrimin-
ation."'^ Also, "even the correlation between auditory discrimin-
atlon and mental age was rather low, •*
1. Bernardine G-. Schmidt, "Auditory Stimuli in the Im-
provement of Reading," Elementary English Review, 18:152. April.
1941.
2. Monroe, Loc. cit
.
3. Betty R. Tufts, "Evaluation of Several Types of Audi-
tory Discrimination Tests for Kindergarten and First Grade,"
Master's thesis, Boston University, School of Education, 1941,
p. 31.
4. Ibid., p. 33.
5. Loc. cit.
rf
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That ability in auditory discrimination can be taught is
shown in the results obtained by Murphy, The mean difference
of auditory discrimination gain by the auditory training group
over the control group yielded a critical ratio of 13,1. In
studying good and poor readers in grades two and three, Bond
draws the following conclusions in regard to auditory discrimin-
ation. "The total control group is somewhat better than the
experimental group. If, however, the phonetic groups are stud-
ied separately, it will be seen that there is a greater differ-
ence between experimental and control groups than exists in the
comparison of the total population. In those cases taught by a
look-and-say method, there is little difference between the ex-
perimental and control groups. Auditory discrimination is,
therefore, another example of a special auditory ability which
is of relative importance as a factor associated with reading
disability in a school where a phonetic method of teaching read-
ing is employed and presumably insignificant in reading instruc-
tion dominated by a look-and-say type of teaching."^ He found
significant differences between good and poor readers in audi-
tory acuity, blending (fusion), auditory perception techniques,
and memory of digits.*^ Acomb found a significant relationship
1» Helen A. Murphy and Kathryn M, Junkins, "Increasing
the Rate of Learning in First Grade Reading." Education, 62:38.
September, 1941.
2, G-uy L. Bond, The Auditory and Speech Characteristics
of Poor Readers, (Contributions to Education No, 657, Teachers'
College, Columbia University, 1935, p. 31.
3. Ibid.. D. 39.
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between auditory recognition of words pronounced and 1. C.A.
,
2, M.A. , 5. Reading Grade, 4. Spelling Grade, 5. Visual Memory
of Word Pattern, 6. Speed of Handwriting from Copy,^ As pre-
viously quoted under Visual perception, Acomb notes that audi-
tory discrimination ability depends somewhat on mental age, and
2
Is significantly related to reading and spelling ability.
Motor coordination. The studies of motor control seem to
indicate slight or no correlation with reading achievement. In
their study of reading readiness. Gates and Bond found that:
"Tests of hand and eye dominance, motor coordination and speech
defects showed nothing to differentiate the falling group from
the whole group, Smart found her test for motor control lack-
ing in discriminative value and eliminated it on her diagnostic
reading readiness test,"^ Monroe found it to be lowest in pre-
dictive value on the tests of reading readiness. For his motor
control measure Acomb used speed of handwriting and found the
following correlations: C.A. ,47+ 01, M.A, .59^ 02, I.Q, .16+ 03
1. Acomb, Loo. olt,
2. Ibid., p. 87.
3. A. I. Gates and Guy L. Bond, "Reading Readiness: A
Study of Factors Determining Success and Failure in Beginning
Reading:," Teachers' College Record. XXXVII (May. 1936), 681.
4. Smart, Og. cit.
. p, 92.
5. Monroe, Loc. cit.
•
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Reading Grade •56-»- 02, Spelling Grade .58+ 02, Visual Score ,54^
02, Auditory Score .50+ 03.^
Sex differences. Sex differences as they relate to visuai
and auditory discrimination and motor coordination have been
treated most fully at the beginning reading stage. Carroll de-
votes her entire thesis to the subject of sex differences. Her
results generally showed the girls to be superior to the boys.
Using the results of the Monroe Reading Aptitude Tests given in
a town and a city she obtained the following critical differ-
o
ences in favor of the girls. ^ Town City
Visual 1.20 .24
Auditory 2.75 1.34
Motor 1.84 1.91
Tufts gave her auditory discrimination test to 201 boys and
girls in the first grade and noted that: "There was found to be
very little difference between the scores of the girls and boys,
as
and the mean score for each was practically the same for the en-
tire group, Dallenback, in experimenting with the effect of
practice on visual apprehension found that boys surpass girls an<
4
men surpass women in visual apprehension.
1. Acorab, 0£. cit . . p. 47.
2. Marjorie W. Carroll, "Sex Differences in Reading
Readiness," Master's thesis, Boston University, School of Educa-
tion, 1941.
3. Tufts, 22. cit. , p. 33.
4. K. M. Dallenbaok, "The Effect of Practice Upon Visual
Apprehension in School Children." Journal of Educational Psych-
olopcy. 5:322, 1914.
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Errors. Studies deallnpc with the location of errors
have mostly been made with regard to visual perception. In
Payne's tachlstoscopic study where the response was not limited
by a choice between certain preselected words the following was
found to be true. "The type of error made — that is whether
the response to a word is another word similar in shape, in
initial letter, in final syllable, or in idea — depends upon
the word in question and the child's experience with it. Cer-
tain familiar words with elements similar to those in other more
familiar words tend to elicit the same wrong response from the
majority of children. Certain other words with wholly strange
syllables tend to call forth a different response from each
child. This tendency obtains for superior fifth grade readers
as well as for poor readers in the second grade. "-^ Tinker and
Groodenough studied the process of learning to read in a mirror
using four adults as subjects and drew the following conclusion
from an analysis of errors made in terms of their position with-
in the word. "The initial letters were found to be of far
greater Importance in the apprehension of words than the final
or intermediate letters."^ Meek investigated the learning and
retention of young children and concluded that the last two
1. Cassie S. Payne, The Derivation of Tentative Norms
for Short Exposures in Reading (Cambridgce: Harvard University
Press, 1930), p. 58,
2. M. A. Tinker and F. L. G-oodenough, "Mirror Reading as
a Method of Analyzing Factors Involved in Word Perception,"
Journal of Educational Psychologiy. XXII (October, 1931). 501.
t
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letters were more often used as cues than the first two or
middle two letters. The initial letter was more often used as a
cue than the final letter. In general the cue selected seems to
be dependent upon the total situation which is set up.-^ Hill
observed that, with individuals beginning to read, "As compared
with the middle, the beginnings and ends of words were most fre-
quently observed and used as cues," And further, "The middle
section of the words was seldom observed and therefore gave rise
to most errors."^ Fendrick states from his study of the visual
characteristics of poor readers in grades two and three, that:
"A study of the nature of the word attack revealed that there
was a much greater tendency on the average for poor readers
than for good readers to identify words with word configurations
3having dissimilar endings."
In studying reading problems at the intermediate grade
level, Betts finds the following percentage of pupils having
certain difficulties in word perception; has difficulty with
suffixes 6bfo, has difficulty with final consonants 49^, has
difficulty with prefixes 29^, looks at first letter only 22%,^
1. L. H. Meek, A Study of Learning and Retention in
Young Children
, ( Contributions to Education No. 164, Teachers'
College, Columbia University, 1925), 58-59.
2. M. B. Hill, "Study of the Process of Word Discrimin-
ation in Individuals Beginning to Read," Journal of Educational
Research
. 29:496, March, 1936.
3. Paul Fendrick, Visual Characteristics of Poor Readers
( Contributions to Education No» 656, Teachers* College, Columbia,
University, 1935T, 48.
4. Betts, 0£. cit . . p. 743,
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studying word perception in grades 6, 7 and 8, Herbert finds
that "The words chosen in place of the correct response were,
in order of frequency: (1) Words similar in general configura-
tion to the stimulus word, (2) Words with similar beginning com-
binations as the stimulus word, and (3) words with ending simi-
lar to that of the stimulus word. The results indicate that
during the exposures very little attention was given to the
middle of the stimulus words.
Conclusion. It is believed by the writer that the refer-
ences cited in this chapter most nearly tie in with the writer's
own investigation of visual and auditory perception, motor
coordination and the bearing these have on reading and spelling
achievement, sex differences and the location of errors.
1. Herbert, O2. cit
. , p. 23.

CHAPTER II
I
CHAPTER II
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
Introduction , In order to carry out the purpose of this
study to determine whether weaknesses and strengths in visual
and auditory perception and motor coordination, indicated at the
kindergarten level, persist when those same children have reach-
ed the fifth grade and the relationship of the above functions
to reading and spelling achievement and mental age, it was nec-
essary first to determine what tests would give the needed in-
formation and then to find a suitable population for the test-
ing. The second consideration was limited in that the popula-
tion had to be one which had been tested for visual and auditory
discrimination and motor coordination when in the kindergarten.
The following chapter describes the standardized tests used,
the tests constructed by the writer and the population used for
the testing.
Tests used . It was finally decided to gather the data
from two distinct sources; tests previously given to the child-
ren when in the primary grades by a tester other than the writer
and tests administered to a fifth grade this year by the writer.
Test s previously administered include :
The Marion Monroe Reading Aptitude Tests - Primary Form
Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston, Massachusetts
The Pintner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test -
World Book Company, Yonkers On Hudson, New York
17

The Kuhlman Anderson Intelligence Test - G-rade III
Educational Test Bureau, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The first two of these tests were given when the children in the
present fifth gra.de were in the kindergarten and the last was
given when they were in the third grade. Tests administered in
March 1945 by the writ er to the present fifth include:
The Durrell- Sullivan Reading Achievement Test -
Intermediate Form. World Book Company,
Yonkers On Hudson, New York.
The Metropolitan Achievement Test - Spelling -
World Book Company, Yonkers On Hudson, New York.
A battery of tests built by the writer including tests of
Visual Discrimination
Auditory Discrimination
Motor Coordination (eye-hand).
Description of tests previously administered . A, The
Monroe Reading Aptitude Tests consist of the following: Visual,
Auditory, Motor, Articulation and Language tests. For this
study the writer used only the results of the Visual, Auditory
and Motor tests.
There are three visual tests . In the first, the child-
ren are shown a geometric shape or series of shapes and asked
to circle the correct one of two forms (one identical with the
card shown and the other the reverse of the form shown on the
card). There are twelve items in this test. In the second, the
children trace with their fingers increasingly complicated mazes
(nine in all) in order to get a little boy from his home to the
correct of three schools which is then circled by the children.
The third visual test consists of exposing a card with several
13
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geometric designs for 10 seconds and then asking the children
to draw what they have seen. There are four cards in all.
The auditory tests , three in number, are as follows:
Test 1 contains nine pictures each with the numbers 1, 2, 3,
below them. The examiner says three words sounding much alike
and the child circles the number of the word that accurately
describes the picture. Test 2 consists of twelve blocks of
three pictures. The examiner sounds out the key words and the
child draws a circle around the correct picture. Test 3 is an
Individual test (the others all having been group tests) in
which the examiner reads a short story and then asks the child
to tell him what the story is about. The ideas reproduced are
underlined by the examiner.
Likewise, there are three motor tests . The first meas-
ures speed. The children are required to place dots in small
circles for one minute. The second measures steadiness by hav-
ing the child connect a series of dots and dashes in a straight
line. Writing his own name first with one ha.nd and then with
the other is the third motor test. It is administered individu-
ally. The scores are all given in terms of percentiles based
on the number correct and the chronological age of the child,
B. Intelligence tests. For a detailed description of
the Intelligence tests given, the reader is referred to the
tests themselves, The P intner-Cunningham Primary Mental Test,
World Book Company, and the Kuhlmann Anderson Intelligence Test
Grade III - Educational Test Bureau. Both are standardized

tests in common use today.
Copies of all except the intelligence tests will be
found in the Appendix.
Description of tests administered bv the writer . A. The
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievement Test Form A Intermediate is
divided into two parts. Part One measures word meaning while
Part Two measures paragraph meaning. These two are then added
together for the total score. Each part is in the multiple
choice form. A copy of the test is in the appendix.
B. The Metropolitan Spelling Achievement Test (part of
a battery of achievement tests) for Grade V consists of words
5-55 on the Spelling Test for G-rades 4-6. Each word is pro-
nounced, used in a sentence and repeated, the child writing
down only the word.
C. The remaining battery of tests was constructed by th€
writer. It consists of a test for visual dlsorlraination, audi-
tory discrimination and three tests of motor coordination vs.ry-
Ing in complexity. A copy of the test with Manual of Directiong
for administering and scoring the tests will be found in the
appendix.
Test 1 - Visual Discrimination - contains 36 items. The
examiner holds up a card with the key word on it; turns it down;
then has the children find the word among four words including
that word and three similar words and draw a line through it.
One of the three similar words differs from the key word only
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at the beginning, another only in the middle and the last only
at the end. The first 31 words are so arranged on the test
blank that when the key word has been crossed out the remaining
words are always in the order of different beginning, middle,
ending.
Ex, Key word "paint"
^aint point paint paid
Thus by using a cut out scoring key and marking the key v/ords
with red pencil it can easily be determined where the pupil is
making errors. In order to make the last five items difficult
enough it was necessary to abandon the diagnostic device for
them. In building the list of key words for the greater part
prefixes, word roots and suffixes were used which were listed
by Durrell^ as the "... more common prefixes, suffixes, and word
roots commonly found among intermediate grade words ... derived
from the Durrell Sullivan Reading Vocabulary for the Intermedi-
ate Grades,..." The length and visual characteristics of the
words were kept in mind so they would not unduly influence the
choice of answer. After the tests had been administered and
scored for the number of correct answers, the resulting scores
were grouped into frequency distributions, the cumulative fre-
quency was figured and percentile ranks were calculated for the
1. Donald D. Durrell, Improvement of Basic Readina: Abi-
lities, (Yonkers On Hudson: World Book Company, 1940), p. 202.

upper limits of the step- intervals in the frequency distribu-
tion. A percentile curve was then drawn from which the percen-
tile rank of any test score could be determined. It was thought
advisable to obtain the percentile ranks since the Monroe test
results were in this form. Detailed directions for administer^
Ing and scoring this and the following tests will be found in
the appendix as well as a copy of the test blank and the list of
key words.
Test 2 - Auditory Discrimination . Like the test for vis-
ual discrimination, this test has 36 items of four words each,
51 of which have the diagnostic feature. That is, the first 31
words are so arranged on the test blank that when the key word
has been crossed out the remaining words are always in the order
of different sounding beginning, middle, ending.
Ex. Key word "bold"
sold bold bald bowl
Thus by using a cut out scoring key and marking the key word
with a red pencil it can easily be determined where the pupil
is making errors. Instead of holding up a card the tester pro-
nounces the key word and the child finds and draws a line
through it. Approximately half of the key words were taken
from the Durrell Sullivan Intermediate Vocabulary list "Selected
Vocabulary for Grade V."^ In order to make the test both easy
n Ibid . . p. 369.
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and difficult enough a few of the items were easier and the rest
more difficult than those on the list» After the tests had been
administered a percentile curve was drawn up similar to the one
described under visual discrimination. Detailed directions will
be found in the appendix as well as the list of key words.
Test 3 - Motor Coordination. This test consists of three
parts of varying difficulty. In part one, as in the Monroe Read
ing Aptitude Tests, dots are to be placed inside circles. The
number of circles, however, has been increased and provision
made for a trial with each hand so a ratio of dexterity may be
obtained. The next part consists of a number of square boxes.
The child is to draw lines to opposite corners without letting
the lines extend outside of the box. The ends of the lines must
go into the corners to be counted as correct. Each corner cor-
rectly completed counts one point. The last part is the "gate"
test taken from the "Fundamental Qualities Test for Individuals
and Groups" arranged by Charles K. Taylor, in which the children
are to make four lines and cross them with a fifth /Hf as fast
as they can. The time for each of these motor tests is 60 sec-
onds. In tests one and three the score is the number completed
while in test two it is the number of corners correctly complet-
ed. As in the visual and auditory tests a percentile curve was
drawn up using the average of the scores for the dominant hand
in the first test and the scores in the other two tests as the
motor score.
^^^^^^
\
I
Description of the population . This study was carried on
In the entire fifth grade of a large town not far from Boston,
Massachusetts. Data were obtained on 173 children. While the
town was predominantly residential, there were a number of fac-
tories and small businesses. The children came from the homes
of professional men, business men, public servants, artisans.
Industrial workers and laborers. Figure 1 below shows this
graphically. The greatest number of families were of American
origin. There was, however, a quite large group of Italians and
a smaller group of Scandinavians.
Professional ///////////////////
Business ///////////////////////////////////
////////////////////////////////
Public servant //////////
Art 1 san ////////////////////////////////
Industrial worker //////////////////
Laborer ///////////
FIC5URE 1
OCCUPATIONAL CLASSIFICATION
PARENTS OF GRADE V CHILDREN
Conclusion . From the foregoing chapter we see that an
entire fifth grade in a public school system of a large town
Was given a series of six tests over a period of years, so that

a measure of intelligence was obtained at the kindergarten and
third grade level, a measure of visual and auditory discrimina-
tion and motor coordination was secured at the kindergarten and
fifth grade level, and a measure of reading and spelling achie-
vement was obtained at the fifth grade level. The measures of
intelligence and the kindergarten measures of visual and audi-
tory discrimination and motor coordination were secured by a
tester other than the writer. The test of perceptual functions
at the fifth grade level, the spelling test and the reading test
were given in one sitting by the writer in the order named. The
entire series took between an hour and a half and an hour and
three quarters to administer.
t
CHAPTER III
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CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS OF DATA
Introduction , After the visual, auditory, motor, read-
ing and spelling tests given by the writer had been scored and
the data obtained from Intelligence tests and the Monroe visual,
auditory and motor tests which had been previously given, the
material was organized and analyzed to show; the persistence of
visual, auditory and motor functions; the relationship between
the above factors reading and spelling achievement and mental
age; the sex differences in visual, auditory and motor functions
at the fifth grade level and the extent and position of visual
and auditory errors. The following chapter Includes a descrip-
tion of how the material was organized and the results obtained.
Summary of preliminary information . All of the children
in this study were members of the fifth grade in a large town
near Boston. As was shovm in chapter two, figure 1, they came
from various home backgrounds but predominantly those of busi-
ness people. The following tables. Tables I through VIII, give
further information concerning the age and intelligence of the
173 children used for the study as well as the spread of their
scores on certain of the tests. With these factors in mind the
remaining material in the chapter may be evaluated.
Table I shows the chronological age distribution of
the children used in the study. The date of February, 1941 was
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used as that was the date of the latest intelligence tests
which had been given.
TABLE I
DISTRIBUTION OF CHRONOLOGICAL AGES OF POPULATION AS OF FEB., 1941
C.A. in 7.2 7.8 8.2 8.S 9.2 9.8 10.2
yrs. and mos. 7.7 8.1 8.7 9.1 9.7 10.1 10.7
No. of oases 4 20 61 55 20 8 5
From the above table it will be noted that the spread of
chronological ages tends to follow the normal curve of distri-
bution, with most of the cases falling between 8 yrs. 2 mos. and
9 yrs. 1 mo. The mean chronological age was found to be 8 yrs.
8.2 mos.
Table II shows the mental age distribution for the child-
ren in this study. The results of the Kuhlman Anderson Intel-
ligence test, which had been given in the third grade, were used
since this was the latest mental test for which data were avail-
able.
TABLE II
DISTRIBUTION OF MENTAL AGES OF POPULATION A3 OF FEB., 1941
M.A. in 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0 12.0 13.0
yrs. and mos. 7,11 8.11 9.11 10.11 11.11 12.11 13.11
No. of cases 9 28 75 52 5 3 1
The spread of mental ages is greater than that of the
chronological ages tending to extend beyond the upper limits of
the chronological ages. The range is from 7 yrs. to 13 yrs.
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with a mean mental age of 9 yrs, 7.6 mos.
Table III indicates the distribution of intelligence quo-
tients based on the data in Tables I and II. That is, the
results of the Kuhlman Anderson test given in grade three were
used. V/hile it is recognized that the intelligence quotient
does not necessarily remain constant it was considered to be
accurate enough for the purpose of this study.
TABLE III
DISTRIBUTION OF I.Q.S OF POPULATION AS OF FEB., 1941
I.Q. in 76 84 92 100 108 116 124 132 140 148
DOints S3 91 99 107 115 123 131 139 147 155
No. of cases 1 15 17 24 55 41 10 9 2 2
I. ft. - intelligence quotient
The range of the I.ft. s is from 76 to 155 the bulk falling
between 100 and 123. The mean, of the I.Q. s was found to be
110,9 which indicates that the group was slightly above normal
in intelligence.
When comparing other factors with reading achievement it
is well to have an idea of the levels of reading achievement
represented. The same is true concerning spelling achievement*
The following two tables, therefore indicate the range of scores
on the Durrell Sullivan Reading Achievement Test and the Metro-
politan Spelling Test Form C administered to the fifth grade in
March, 1943.

Grade 3,0 3.6 4.2 4.8 5.4 6.0 6.6 7.2 7.8 8.4 8.4+
Score 5.5 4.1 4.7 5.3 5.9 6.5 7.1 7.7 8.3
No. cases 4 11 17 22 20 38 22 20 9 2 8
Table IV shows the range of scores on the Durrell
Sullivan Reading Achievement Test. The score is shown as
grade equivalents so that 5.6 would mean a child was reading
at the fifth grade sixth month level. Ten months are consider-
ed a school year.
TABLE IV
SPREAD OF SCORES ON DURRELL-SULLIVAN READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST
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Within this fifth grade group we find a range of scores
from low third to middle eighth, from 3.0 to 8.4, with a few
beyond the limits of the test. The median for the group is 6.2
compared with 5.6, the level the group should have attained at
the time the test was given. Q for the distribution is 9 mos.
Table V gives the distribution of scores on the Metro-
politan Spelling Achievement Test Form C.
TABLE V
SPREAD OF SCORES ON METROPOLITAN SPELLING TEST
Grade 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.6 5.0 5.4 5.8 6.2 6.6 7.0 7.4
Score 3.7 4.1 4.5 4.9 5.3 5,7 6.1 6.5 6.9 7.3 7.7
No, cases 12
*
24 21 18 14 23 28 14 8 7 3
One child made no score at all on this test.
The range on this test is from 3.4 to 7.7 inclusive. It
is not quite as long as on the reading test. The median is 5.2
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with a Q of 8 mos. This is a bit low as compared with 5.6 which
the group should have attained at this time of year.
Table VI shows the distribution of raw scores on the
visual discrimination test constructed by the writer. In each
case the score indicates the number of items correctly done.
The highest possible score is 36 and the lowest 0.
TABLE VI
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON HILL-VISUAL DISCRIMINATION TEST
13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35
Score 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
No. 4 3 6 11 5 14 14 19 34 28 18 17
The raw scores on the writer's visual discrimination
test range from 13 to a perfect score of 36. There is a bunch-
ing toward the upper end but of the 17 in group 35-36 only 7
made a perfect score and might have been able to go on further.
The median score is 29.2 with a Q of 3.6.
Table VII shows the distribution of raw scores on the
auditory discrimination test constructed by the writer. In each
case the score indicates the number of Items correctly done.
The highest possible score is 36 and the lowest 0.
TABLE VII
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON HILL-AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION TEST
13 15 17 19 21 23 25 27 29 31 33 35
Score 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36
No. 1 4 5 9 9 7 13 21 29 24 36 15

The raw scores on the auditory discrimination test range
from 13 to 56. As in the visual test there are only 7 who made
a perfect score and might have been able to go further, had the
test been more difficult. The median is 29.9 with a Ci of 3.7.
It is interesting to note that this is almost exactly the same
as the median and Q, for the distribution of visual raw scores.
Table VIII indicates the distribution of motor coordina-
tion scores on the writer's test. The motor coordination score
was obtained by adding the scores of the dominant hand in part
I, the score in part II and the score in part III and dividing
the result by three.
TABLE VIII
DISTRIBUTION OF RAW SCORES ON HILL-MOTOR COORDINATION TEST
40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120
Score 49 59 69 79 89 99 109 119
No. cases 2 5 12 29 50 41 17 14 3
On the motor coordination test the scores range from 40
to 129. The median is 86.3 and Q is 9.4.
Persistence of visual, auditory and motor functions . The
next four tables are concerned with the persistence of weakness-
es and strengths in the various functions from the time of test-
ing in the kindergarten to the time the writer tested the same
children in the fifth grade. It was found that 82 of the child-
ren tested in the fifth grade had been present for the Monroe
Reading Aptitude Tests in the kindergarten. First of all a
#
scattergram was made using each function at the kindergarten
level and the fifth grade level. From this the coefficients of
correlation were computed by the Pearson Product-Moment formula.
Then taking high and low groups, according to the results of the
Monroe tests, for each function these groups were paired for
mental age and sex. The mean scores were found and the critical
ratio determined. The scores of these same children on the
fifth grade test were tabulated; the means found and the criti-
cal ratio calculated. In each case the percentile rank was used
for a score rather than the raw score.
Table IX shows the correlations obtained from the scatter-
gram of visual, auditory and motor scores at the kindergarten
and fifth grade level. There were 82 children used.
TABLE IX
CORRELATIONS FOR VISUAL, AUDITORY AND MOTOR KINDERaARTEN SCORES
WITH VISUAL, AUDITORY AND MOTOR FIFTH GRADE SCORES
Visual Auditory Motor
5th 5th 5th
Visual Kindergarten r .05^^.07
Auditory Kindergarten r .21^.07
Motor Kindergarten r .12+. 07
The correlations obtained, visual .05 j:.07, auditory
.21 +.07, and motor .12 +.07 were in no instance significant.
Table X shows the results obtained when as many as pos-
sible of the 82 children were paired for mental age and sex,
divided into a group that made high scores and one that made
•
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low scores on the kindergarten visual test and the results of
the fifth grade visual test tabulated. There were 11 pairs of
girls and 12 pairs of boys. There was no less than ten points
difference between the high visual and low visual scores on the
kindergarten test. In only one case was the difference between
the mental ages of the pairs 3 raos. and in no case more than
that. The mean mental age of the high group was 5 yrs. 9.3 mos.
while that of the low group was 5 yrs. 10 mos. In each case
there was a standard deviation of 8 mos.
TABLE X
RESULTS OBTAINED BY EQJUATINO FOR SEX AND MENTAL AGE AND
PAIRING CHILDREN WITH HIGH AND LOW VISUAL SCORES
Kindergarten Mean visual S.E.M, Diff. S.E.Dlff. Cr.
M,A. Equated N score
Kind. Gr. 5 K. Gr.5 K. Gr.5 K. Gr.5 K. Gr.5
High visual 23 81.36 56.25 3.27 6.32 40.2 3.1 6.03 8.66 6.6 .35
Low visual 23 41.15 59.35 5.07 5.33
K.- kindergarten
S.E.M.- standard error of the mean
Diff.- difference of the means
S.E.Diff.- standard error of the difference
Cr.- critical ratio
M.A.- mental age
The mean visual scores for the high and low group on the
kindergarten test are 81.35 and 41.15 respectively. There is
a difference of 40.2 points. The critical ratio of 6,6 in favor
of the high visual is statistically significant. The mean vis-
ual scores on the fifth grade test are 56.25 for the high and
59,35 for the low group. The difference is 3,1 in favor of the
Ir
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low group. The critical ratio of ,35 is not significant.
Table XI shows the results obtained when as many as pos-
sible of the 82 children were paired for mental age and sex and
divided into groups that made high and low auditory scores on
the kindergarten test. Their fifth grade auditory results were
also tabulated. There were 11 pairs of girls and 8 pairs of
boys. The difference between the high and low visual scores was
never less than 10, In no instance was there a mental age dif-
ference between pairs of more than 2 mos. The mean mental age
of the high group was 5 yrs. 10. S mos. with a standard deviation
of 7.6 mos, and the mean mental age of the low group was 5 yrs,
10,10 mos, with a standard deviation of 7.2 mos,
TABLE XI
RESULTS OBTAINED BY EQUATING FOR SEX AND MENTAL AGE AND
PAIRING CHILDREN WITH HIGH AND LOW AUDITORY SCORES
Klnd.M.A. Mean aud. S.E.M, Diff, S.E.Diff. Cr.
Equated N score
Kind. Gr.5 K. Gr.5 K. Gr.5 K. Gr. 5 K. Gr. 5
High aud. 19 90.42 53.63 2.44 6.52 29,74 1.27 6.38 9,09 4,66 ,14
Low aud. 19 60.68 54,9 5,9 6.33
K. - kindergarten
S.E.M. - standard error of the mean
Diff. - difference of the means
S.E.Diff, - standard error of the difference
Cr, - critical ratio
M.A. - mental age
Aud. - auditory
The mean auditory scores for the high and low group on
the kindergarten test are 90.42 and 60.58 respectively. There
is a difference of 29.74 in favor of the high group. The criti-
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oal ratio is 4.66 which is statistically significant. The mean
auditory scores on the fifth grade test are 53.63 for the high
and 54,9 for the low group. The difference is 1.27 in favor of
the low group. The critical ratio of .14 is not significant.
Table XII shows the results obtained when as many as pos-
sible of the 82 children v/ere paired for mental age and sex and
divided into two groups that made high and low scores on the
kindergarten motor test. Their fifth grade test results for
motor coordination were likewise tabulated. There were 11 pairs
of girls and 10 pairs of boys. The difference between the high
and low motor scores was never less than 10« In only one in-
stance was there a mental age difference of 3 mos. In no case
was the mental age difference greater than 3 mos. The mean men-
tal age of the high group was 5 yrs. 6 mos, and of the low group
5 yrs. 9 mos. with a standard deviation of 6.8 mos. for the for-
mer and 7,7 mos. for the latter,
TABLE XII
RESULTS OBTAINED BY EQJLJATING FOR SEX AND MENTAL AOE AND
PAIRING CHILDREN FOR HIGH AND LOW MOTOR SCORES
Kind. M. A. Mean motor S.E.M. Diff. S.E.Diff. Cr.
Equated N score
Kind. Gr.5 K. Gr. 5 K. Gr.5 K. Gr. 5 K. Gr. 5
High M. 21 77.95 59.14 4.17 5.38 34.52 9.5 8.38 8.65 4.1 1.1
Low M. 21 43.43 49.62 6.55 6.77
K. - kindergarten
S.E.M. - standard error of the mean
Diff. - difference of the means
S.E.Diff. - standard error of the difference
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Cr. - critical ratio
M, - motor
The mean motor coordination scores for the high and low
group on the kindergarten test are 77,95 and 43.43 respectively.
There is a difference of 34.52 in favor of the high group. The
critical ratio is 4.1 which is statistically significant. The
mean motor coordination scores on the fifth grade test are
59.14 and 49.62. The difference is 9.5 in favor of the high
group* The critical ratio of 1,1 is not statistically signifi-
cant.
Visual perception as it relates to reading:, spelling and
mental age. Table XIII shows the relationship, according to
this study, between visual perception reading and spelling ach-
ievement and mental age. Using the results of the fifth grade
visual test, reading and spelling test and the third grade in-
telligence test, soattergrams were made and the coefficients of
correlation computed according to the product moment method.
TABLE XIII
CORRELATION BETWEEN VISUAL DISCRIMINATION, READING, SPELLING, M. A*
Reading Spell ine Mental Age
Visual Score r .65^.03 r .41j^.04 r .41^.04
The correlation between visual discrimination and reading
achievement, r .65 +.03, is the highest of the three correlationf
and represents a significant relationship between the two. The
correlation for visual discrimination and spelling achievement,
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r ,41 +.04, is exactly the same as for visual dlscriininatton and
mental age* It represents a fairly low correlation.
Auditory perception as it relates to reading, spelling
and mental age « Table XIV shows the relationship, according to
this study, between auditory perception, reading and spelling
achievement and mental age. Using the results of the fifth
grade auditory test, reading and spelling test and the third
grade intelligence test, scattergrams were likewise made and the
coefficients of correlation computed according to the product
moment method.
TABLE XIV
CORRELATION BETWEEN AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION, READING, SPELLING, M. A
,
Reading Spelling Mental Age
Auditory Score r .48+. 04 r .79+. 02 r .40+, 04
The correlation between auditory discrimination and
spelling achievement, r ,79+. 02 is the highest of the three.
Next comes the correlation between auditory discrimination and
reading achievement r ,48+. 04, which indicates there is a rela-
tionship but that it is not extremely high. The correlation
between auditory discrimination and mental age is lower still
r .40+. 04,
Motor coordination as it relates to reading, spelling and
mental age. Table XV shows the relationship, according to this
study, between motor coordination, reading and spelling achieve-
ment and mental age. Using the results of the fifth grade motor

coordination test, reading and spelling test and the third grade
intelligence test, scattergrams were constructed and the coeffi-
cient of correlation computed by the product moment method.
TABLE XV
CORRELATION BETWEEN MOTOR COORDINATION, READING, SPELLING, M. A.
Reading Spelling Mental Age
Motor score r .01+. 05 r-.13+.05 r .23+. 05
The highest correlation of the three is motor coordina-
tion and mental age, r .23+. 05, which is very low. The correla-
tion between motor coordination and reading achievement was
r .10+. 05, while with spelling achievement it was negative.
Table XVI summarizes the preceding three tables by arrang
ing the correlation coefficients in order from highest to lowest
TABLE XVI
CORRELATIONS OF TABLES XIII, XIV, XV ARRANGED FROM HIGH TO Ld/ffiST
Auditory - Spelling r .79+. 02
Visual - Reading r .65+. 03
Auditory - Reading r .48+. 04
Visual - Spelling r .41+. 04
Visual - Mental Age r .41+. 04
Auditory - Mental Age r .40+. 04
Motor - Mental Age r .23+. 05
Motor - Reading r .01+. 05
Motor - Spelling r-.13+.C5

From the above table we learn that there is the greatest
correlation between auditory discrimination and spelling achieve-
ment. Following that is visual discrimination and reading ach-
ievement; then auditory and reading achievement and visual and
spelling achievement. Mental age and motor coordination corre-
late least well with the other factors.
Sex differences in visual, auditory and motor functions ai
the fifth gcrade level . In order to study sex differences in
visual, auditory and motor functions at the fifth grade level,
the total group tested was paired off as much as possible for
mental age. The pairs were so arranged that there is never more
than three months difference between the two in the pair. It
was possible to get 70 such pairs. Frequency tables were then
drawn up and the means and standard deviations determined.
Table XVII shows the sex difference in visual discrimina-
tion of the 70 pairs of girls and boys who had been matched for
mental age so that no pair had a difference greater than three
months. Mean mental ages were exactly the same for girls and
boys.
TABLE XVII
SEX DIFFERENCES IN VISUAL DISCRIMINATION
Paired M.A. Mean vis.
1941 N score &r.5 3.E.M. Diff. S.E.Diff. Cr.
Girls 70 53.25 3.18 7.70 4.71 1.61
Boys 70 45.55 3.47

S.E.M, - standard error of the mean
Diff. - difference of the means
S.E.Dlff. - standard error of the difference
Cr. - critical ratio
M.A. - mental age
The mean visual score for the girls is 53.25 while that
for the boys is 45.55. There is a difference of 7.7 in favor
of the girls. The critical ratio is 1*61 which indicates that
there are 94 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater
than zero.
Table XVIII indicates the sex difference in auditory dis-
crimination on the fifth grade test. There were 70 pairs of
boys and girls matched for mental age, so that no pair had a
difference greater than three months. The mean mental ages,
based on the intelligence test given in the third grade, of
boys and girls was exactly the same, 9 yrs. 6.8 mos. with a
standard deviation of .6 mos.
TABLE XVIII
SEX DIFFERENCES IN AUDITORY DISCRIMINATION
Paired M.A. Mean aud.
1941 N score Or. 5 S.E.M. Diff. 3. E. Diff. Cr.
Girls 70 57.50 2.7 10.35 4.5 2.3
Boys 70 47.15 3.6
S.E.M. - standard error of the mean
Diff. - difference of the means
S.E.Diff. - standard error of the difference
Cr. - critical ratio
M.A. - mental age
The mean auditory score for the girls is 57.5 while that

for the boys is 47.15, There is a difference of 10.35 in favor
of the girls. The critical ratio is 2.3 which indicates that
there are 99 chances in 100 that the true difference is greater
than zero.
Table XIX shows the sex difference in motor coordination
on the fifth grade level. There were 70 pairs of boys and girls
matched for mental age, so that no pair had a difference greater
than three months. The mean mental ages, based on the intelli-
gence test given in the third grade, of boys and girls was ex-
actly the same, 9 yrs. 6.8 mos. with a standard deviation of
•6 mos.
TABLE XIX
SEX DIFFERENCES IN MOTOR COORDINATION
Paired M.A. Mean motor
1941 N score Gr.S S.E.M. Diff. S.S.Diff. Cr.
(Jirls 70 47.29 3.38 3.27 4.8 .68
Boys 70 50.55 3.41
For an explanation of the symbols see Table XVIII.
The mean motor coordination score for the girls is 47.29
while that for the boys is 50.55. There is a difference of 3.27
in favor of the boys. The critical ratio is .68 which indicates
that there are 75 chances in 100 that the true difference is
greater than zero.
Analysis of errors - visual and auditory . The remaining
tables are devoted to an analysis of the number and kinds of

errors made on the visual and auditory tests given to the fifth
grade. They indicate the number of errors made as well as
whether they were made at the beginning, middle, or ending of
the words. The total number of children, 173, was used for this
analysis. The first 31 of the 36 items on the visual and audi-
tory tests are diagnostic and were used for the analysis.
Table XX shows the percentage of children making at least
one error on the diagnostic portion of the fifth grade visual
discrimination test, at the beginning, middle or ending of the
words.
TABLE XX
PERCENTAaE OF CHILDREN MAKING VARIOUS VISUAL ERRORS
Beginning 47.4^
Middle 67.5^
Ending 68.2^
The percentage of children making at least one error at
the middle and ending of the words is almost the same, 67,6
per cent for middle and 68.2 per cent for ending. Much fewer
children, 47.4 per cent make beginning errors.
Table XXI shows the frequency and position of the visual
errors on the fifth grade diagnostic test. This was obtained by
adding up the number of errors each child made on beginnings,
and placing a mark opposite the number of errors on the frequ-
ency table. The same was done for middle and ending errors.
I
TABLE XXI
FREQJJENCy AND POSITION OF VISUAL ERRORS
No. Errors I 8 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20
F. BeSinnins 91 34 25 14 5 2 1 X
F. Middle 56 38 23 21 12 6 3 2 3 2 5 2
F. Ending: 55 44 30 19 11 4 4 5 I
F - frequency
N - 173
From the above table we see that the visual beginning
errors range from to 20 errors with most children making no
more than 3 errors. The visual middle errors range from to
11 with most children making no more than four errors. The
scores spread over the larger number of errors more than did
the beginning errors. The ending errors have a shorter range
than the middle errors, most children making no more than four
errors.
Table XXII compares the mean number of errors made by
the children as shown in the table above. Beginning errors are
compared with middle and ending errors, and middle errors are
compared with ending errors.

TABLE XXII
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF BEGINNING, MIDDLE AND ENDING ERRORS
VISUAL
Mean no.
Errors S,E,M, Diff
.
S.E.Diff.
Beginning 1.07 .149 1.07 .247 4.3
Middle 2.14 .197
Beginning 1.07 .149 .62 .202 3.1
Ending 1.69 .137
Middle 2.14 .187 .45 .24 1.37
Ending 1.69 .137
Number of cases equals 173
See table XVIII for explanation of symbols
The mean number of beginning errors is 1.07, of middle
errors is 2.14 and of ending errors is 1.69. The difference
between the beginning and middle is 1.07 in favor of the middle.
The critical ratio is 4.3 which is statistically significant.
The difference between the beginning and ending is .62 in favor
of the ending. The critical ratio is 3.1 which is statistically
significant. The difference between the middle and ending is
.45 in favor of the middle. The critical ratio is 1.37 which
indicates that there are 96 chances in 100 that the true differ-
ence is greater than zero.
Table XXIII shows the percentage of children making at
least one error on the diagnostic portion of the fifth grade

auditory discrimination test, at the beginning, middle or end-
ing of the words.
TABLE XXIII
PERCENTAGE OF CHILDREN MAKING VARIOUS AUDITORY ERRORS
Beginning 65.3^
Middle 73.4^
Ending 76.3^
The percentage of children malting at least one error at
the middle and ending of the words is nearly the same, 73,4 per
cent for the middle and 76.3 per cent for ending. The per cent
of beginning errors was only 65,3, It is interesting to note
that all of these percentages are higher than for those making
similar errors on the visual test, as is shown in Table XX.
Table XXIV shows the frequency and position of the audi-
tory errors on the fifth grade diagnostic test. This was ob-
tained by adding up the number of errors each child made on
beginnings, middles and endings and placing a mark in the proper
column opposite the number of errors on the frequency table,
TABLE XXIV
FREQUENCY AND POSITION OF AUDITORY ERRORS
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No. Errors X 2 5 4 5 7 8 9 10 11 12
F,Beginning 60 68 23 13 8 1
F.Middle 46 29 28 16 17 12 8 6 5 2 2 1 1
F. Ending 41 44 32 25 15 8 5 2 1
F - frequency
N - 173
••
Prom the above table we find that the auditory beginning
errors range from to 5 with most children making no more than
2 errors. The auditory middle errors range from to 12 with
most children making no more than 5 errors. The ending errors
have a shorter range than the middle but longer than the begin-
ning errors most children making no more than 4 errors.
Table XXV compares the mean number of errors made by the
children as shown in the previous table. Beginning errors are
compared with middle and ending errors, and middle errors are
compared with ending errors.
TABLE XXV
COMPARISON OF MEANS OF BEGINNING, MIDDLE AND ENDING ERRORS
AUDITORY
Mean no.
Errors 3.E.M. Diff. S.E.Diff
.
Or.
Beginning 1.09 .085 1.51 .218 6.9
Middle 2.61 .201
Beginning 1.09 .085 1.85 .239 7.5
Ending 2.95 ,223
Middle 2.61 .201 .34 .3 1.13
Ending 2.95 .223
Number of cases equals 173
See table XVIII for explanation of symbols
The mean number of beginning errors is 1.09, of middle
errors is 2.61 and of ending errors is 2.95. The difference

between the beginning and middle errors is 1.51 in favor of the
middle errors. The critical ratio is 6.9 which is statistically
significant. The difference between the beginning and ending
is 1.85 in favor of the ending. The critical ratio is 7.5 which
is statistically significant. The difference between the middl|
and ending is .34 in favor of the ending. The critical ratio
is 1.13 which indicates that there are 86 chances out of 100
that the true difference is greater than zero.
The preceding tables cover the analysis stated in the
Introduction to this chapter and will be used as a basis for the
conclusions to be drawn in the following chapter.
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CHAPTER IV

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Summary of the study . In order to determine the amount
of persistence of visual, auditory and motor functions from the
kindergarten level to the fifth grade level and to determine
the relationship between these functions, reading and spelling
achievement, mental age and sex, the results of two intelligence
tests — one given in the kindergarten and one in the third
grade — of visual, auditory and motor tests given at the kinder
garten and fifth grade level, of a reading achievement test and
of a spelling achievement test were tabulated, ginalyzed and con-
clusions drawn. The two intelligence tests were, standardized
tests administered by a tester other than the writer as was the
Monroe Reading Aptitude Tests given at the kindergarten level.
The writer administered to the present fifth grade a standard-
ized reading and spelling test as well as a visual, auditory
and motor test constructed by the writer because no other dia-
gnostic test was available. The population tested consisted of
the entire fifth grade of one hundred and seventy-three children
in a large town just outside of Boston, Massachusetts. The town
was predominantly residential but had some small businesses and
factories. The children came mostly from the homes of business
people and were found to be slightly above normal in intelli-
gence. Since it has been the policy of the school system to
move children from grade to grade chronologically and socially.
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a wide range of achievement was represented within this one
grade.
Conclusions , The results obtained from the analysis of
the data permit the following conclusions to be drawn in answer
to the questions raised after the statement of the problem in
the introduction to this study.
1. There appears to be no persistence of weaknesses and
strengths in visual perception found at the kindergarten level
in the same children at the fifth grade level,
2. Weaknesses and strengths in auditory perception noted
at the kindergarten level do not appear to persist in the same
children at the fifth grade level.
3. Motor coordination weaknesses and strengths observed
at the kindergarten level do not appear to persist in the same
children at the fifth grade level.
4. There is a definite relationship between visual per-
ception and reading achievement but only a slight relationship
between this function, spelling achievement and mental age at
the fifth grade level.
5. The relationship between auditory perception and
spelling achievement is great but it is only slight betv:een this
function, reading achievement and mental age at the fifth grade
level.
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6. Motor coordination shows virtually no relationship
to reading or spelling achievement or mental age. The highest
relationship is to mental age while to spelling achievement it
is negatively related.^
6-a. The highest relationship is found between auditory
perception and spelling, visual perception and reading, and audi->
tory perception and reading.
6-b. Virtually no relationship is found between mental
age and the various functions or motor coordination and reading
and spelling achievement.
7. There are definite, although not statistically signi-
ficant sex differences in favor of the girls in visual and audi-
tory perception while there is a difference slightly in favor of
the boys in motor coordination at the fifth grade level.
8. Errors in both visual and auditory perception tend
definitely to occur at the middle and ending of a word rather
than at the beginning, and there is a slightly greater tendency
for them to occur at the middle rather than the ending of the
word,
8-a. A larger percentage of fifth grade children tend to
make auditory errors than visual errors at the beginning, middle
and ending of words.

CHAPTER V

CHAPTER V
LIMITATIONS, COMPARISONS, AND FURTHER PROBLEMS
Limitations of the data . While every attempt was made to
have the data as accurate as possible the following limitations
are known to exist. First, the reliability of the Monroe Read-
ing Aptitude Tests as a whole is -i.87 but it is believed that
the reliability of individual tests is not even that high and
the reliability of the writer's test has not as yet been deter-
mined. Second, the Monroe visual, auditory and motor tests test
slightly different aspects of the function than do the writer's
tests. The Monroe visual test Includes memory for like and
opposite geometric forms, ocular motor control and attention
(maze), and memory and reproduction of four geometric shapes,
while the writer's test includes only memory of word forms which
has been shown by various writers to be more highly correlated
with reading achievement than memory of geometric shapes. The
Monroe auditory test includes choosing the correct one of three
pronunciations by the tester to go with a picture in front of
the child, blending sounds given by the tester into a complete
word and memory for details of a story read orally to the child
while the writer's test tests the memory and discrimination of
words spoken by the tester. The Monroe motor test, tests speed
as does the writer's parts I and III and steadiness as does the
writer's part II and in addition Includes a handwriting test not
administered by the writer because of the difficulty in obtaln-
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Ing accurate objective scoring at the higher grade level. Thirdj
the fact that there is a remedial reading program in the town
which tends to stress visual and auditory discrimination may
account for the fact that children low on the kindergarten
visual and auditory test do not continue to have low scores on
the writer's test. Fourth, the intelligence test used in pair-
ing the groups for sex differences and in the correlation of the
functions at the fifth grade level with mental age was given
several years ago. Since I.Q. s are knoim not to remain per-
fectly constant this may have influenced the results to a cer-
tain degree. Fifth, no account was taken of mental age in ob-
taining the relationship between visual and auditory discrimin-
ation and motor control, reading and spelling achievement, al-
though each function did show a fairly low correlation with
mental age. Sixth, no investigation was made of the sight and
hearing of the subjects although yearly school tests sort out
extreme cases for attention. Seventh, no attempt was made to
find out to what extent foreign language in the home Influenced
the results but the greater part of the population was known to
come from English speaking homes. Lastly, a larger population
would have given more accurate results.
Comparisons with previous research . In this section a
brief attempt has been made to compare the writer's findings
with previous research. For footnotes to the references of
authors cited in this section the reader should turn to the

corresponding headings in Chapter I where the authors are dir-
ectly quoted.
Visual discrimination. The writer found the correlation
between visual discrimination and mental age to be .41 as com-
pared with G-ates' correlation of .64 using the Word-Card Match-
ing test and Acomb's correlation of .69. The correlation be-
tween visual discrimination and reading achievement found by the
writer was .65. G-ates found a correlation of .45 with reading
ability at the end of the first half year using the Word-Card
Matching test, while Greenleaf found a correlation of .45 be-
tween the ability to remember word forms and the pronunciation
test (used as a measure of reading achievement) and Deputy got
a correlation of .52 between the visual-visual association test
and the composite score on three reading tests. On the inter-
mediate level Acomb found a correlation of .70 between visual
score and reading grade. On the upper grade level, Herbert
found a correlation of .52 between general reading ability and
the perception of individual words. The writer found a corre-
lation of .41 between visual score and spelling achievement
while Acomb found a correlation of .76,
Auditory discrimination. The writer found a correlation
of .40 between auditory discrimination and mental age. In a
first grade study Tufts found a correlation of .37 with mental
age. On the intermediate grade level Acomb found a correlation
of .67 between auditory discrimination and mental age. The
writer's correlation between reading achievement and auditory

discrimination v/as .48 while that of Acomb was .71. The writer
found a correlation of .79 between auditory discrimination and
spelling grade which compares favorably with Acomb' s correlatior
of .74.
Motor coordination. The writer found the following cor-
relations of motor coordination with the other factors; with
reading .01, with spelling -.13 and with mental age .23. Acomb
obtained the following results using speed of handwriting; with
reading .56, with spelling .58, with mental age .59.
Sex differences. The writer found the following critical
differences between girls and boys on the visual, auditory and
motor tests at the fifth grade level; visual 1.61 In favor of
the girls, auditory 2.3 in favor of the girls sind motor .68 in
favor of the boys. On the kindergarten level Carroll found the
following; visual town 1,2 city .24, auditory town 2.75 city
1.34, motor town 1.84 city 1.91.
Errors. The writer' s findings that visual errors tend
to occur most frequently at the middle than the end and least
frequently at the beginning compare favorably with the findings
of Tinker and G-oodenough, Meek, Hill and Herbert. Betts found
that 65^ had difficulty with suffixes while the writer found
68^. He found 29^ having difficulty with prefixes while the
writer found 47^.
Further problems contained within the data . The follow-
ing questions have arisen during the carrying on of this study
r
which could be answered from the data gathered by the writer.
1. What is the reliability of the Hill Diagnostic Sur-
vey?
2. ^fnat is the order of difficulty of the three parts
of the Hill motor test?
3. What is the relationship between scores obtained in
Part III of the motor test and norms set up by Taylor for the
same test?
4. How do the Monroe test results compare with reading
and spelling achievement in grade V?
5. Does handedness affect reading and spelling achieve-
ment, visual and auditory discrimination?
6. Would correlating word and paragraph meaning rather
than total score give different results?
7. Would pairing groups of good and poor readers and
spellers give a different relationship between visual and audi-
tory discrimination?
8. Are there sex differences in the location and extent
of visual and auditory errors?
9. Is there a difference in location of visual and audi
tory errors between bright and dull children?
10 • What would an item analysis of the Hill visual and
auditory test reveal?
Suggestions for further research ^ The following two
subjects are suggested for further research connected with this
•
study. First, develop a set of exercises in visual and auditory
discrimination suitable for intermediate grades and try them
out in a controlled experiment to see if discrimination is im-
proved and if at the same time reading and spelling achievement
improves. Second, repeat the same study on a larger population
or on higher or lower grade levels.
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TABLS I-A
Pair
PAIRIIIG OP HIGH AND LOW GROUPS MS3D COJ M01IR02 VISUAL T3ST
GIRLS
HIGH
M.A. Vis. Vis.
Kind. Kind. 5
M.A.
Kind.
LOW
Vis.
Kind.
Vis.
5
M.A.
Diff.
in mos.
Has "base
Kind.
Vis.
Diff.
13
39
L
73
23
uo
6l^
60
^
^7
_50
79
1
10
11
70
76
12
30
28
37
71
69
72
77
5-0
5-6
5-8
5-10
6-0
6-2
6-3
6-)+
6-9
6-10
85 25
S9
98
71
93
82
68
82
80
91
80
63
30
7^
96
96 71^
5-1
5-5
5-8
5-8
6-1
6-2
6-1+
IS
18
3^
l|2
5-10 66
6- 15
3^
68
58
86 99
6-10 50
6-10 l40
81*
63
53
96
so
17
7^^
17
25
7^
91
+1
+1
+2
-1
-1
+1
67
71
23
27
67
3^
Ik
22
1+6
1+6
SI
SI
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TABLU I-A (continued)
PAIUmO OF BIGH MD LOW C-ROUPS BAS13D Oil M0I)TR03 VISUAL 'TUST
BOTS
Pair
12
13
11+
15
16
17
IS
19
20
21
22
23
75
10
1+
27
19
56
12
2H
21
^3
20
31+
69
53
Us
70
73
65
39
59
66
S7
HI&H
Kind.
I4-5
1^-10
U-11
5-U
5-U
5-6
5-7
6-
6-1
6-2
6-7
7-3
Vis.
Kind.
86
1+2
35
S6
82
90
S9
S5
99
66
S2
95
Vis.
5
11+
53
99
11+
1+1+
63
19
1^
Ik
96
7^
M.A.
Kind. Kind.
1+-3
5-1
5-1+
5-5
5-6
5-7
5-10
6-
6-3
6-7
7-2
LOW
Vis. Vis. M.A.
5S
18
22
66
53
50
71
88
58
96
30
63
1+1+
33
36
63
1^
63
7^+
30
91
Kind,
Diff. Vis.
Diff.
-2
-1
2
1
-2
-1
+1
-1
28
39
17
61+
16
32
39
11+
11
57
75
37
1+
GO
-4^ DI.
T I
!
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TAHLS! II-A
PAIRIlia OF HIiJH MD LOUT aROUPS BASID Oil M01TR03 AUDITORY TSST
GIRLS
HIGH LOW
M.A. Aud. Aud. M.A. Aud. Aud, M.A. Kind,
Pair Kind. Kind. 5 Kind. Kind. 5 Diff, Aud.
in mos. Diff.
Has "base
39 '
'
29
1 5-1 79 92 5-1 25 61 5I+
73
57
2 5-U 97 61 5-^ 78 96 19
3S
23
3 5-6 90 57 5-5 55 61 -l
51
60
h 5-g 99 57 5-s 61+ 57 35
65
5 5-10 99 28 5-S 86 96 -2 13
^7
50
6 5-10 92 285 5-10 57 57 35
70
1
7 6-1 97 l|6 6-0 75 1^ -1 22
12
30
s 6-2 75 9 6-3 10 S2 +1 65
37
2g
9 91 17 6-U 55 16 36
71
69
10 6-9 99 92 6-10 87 57 +1 12
72
77
11 6-10 99 99 6-10 87 92 12
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TABL3 II-A (continued)
PAinnia op hioh aitd lot anoups ba'? in ucmoi aT7!?i?oht mt
BOTS
HICK LOW
U.A. Aud. And. LI. A. Aud. Aud« ILA. Ei&l.
Pair Kind. Kind. 5 Kind* Kind. 5 Diff. Aud.
rifr.
10
u
12 U-io 90 5 U-9 6i U6 -1 29
27
19
13 ^11 55 35 ^1 18 36 4-2 37
21
^3
ih 5-6 96 ii6 5-6 73 23
3^
20
15 5-7 73 82 5-7 13 60 65
69
53
16 5-10 99 61 6-0 88 11 V2 11
26
70
17 6-U 9U I46 6-1 78 Uo -3 16
73
65
IS 6-2 99 57 6-3 86 82 13
66
S7
19 7-2 99 99 7-3 50 57 ^9
i
34^
^4
4^1 ?T
f r
LI S4 CI-:
VI
CI
I* Y2
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TAEL3 III-A
PAIRIIIG OP HiaH AIID LOW GROUPS BASlilD OIT M01TH03 MOTOR TSST
GIRLS
HIGH LOW
M.A. Motor Motor M,A» Motor Motor M.A. Kind,
Pair Kind. K 5 Kind. K 5 Hiff, Motor
in mo 3. Diff.
^ Has oase
31
35
1 l^-9 93 Ho 1^-9 70 54 2S
13
20
2 5-0 so i6 I4-10 7 25 -2 73
39
29
3 5-1 Uo 2U 5-1 2 25 38
38
kl
^ 5-5 77 ^9 5-5 29 61 93
61+
65
5 5-10 S3 66 5-S 55 31+ -2 28
^7
50
6 5-10 3h 37 5-10 77 57 17
79
1
7 6-0 73 3)4 6-0 2I+ 82 149
76
s 6-2 91 61+ 6-1 3I+ 16 -1 57
28
37
9 6-l| 53 78 6-1+ 97 53
71
69
10 6-10 93 71 6-9 73 9I+ -1 20
72
77
11 6-10 9I+ 98 6-10 77 17
If.
61 OS
do
S-c
• " 1
-a or-d
<
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TAHL3 III-A (continued)
PAISniO Off HIGH AlTD LOW GROUPS BkS^H OH MOITROS MOTOR TUST
BOYS
HIGH LOW
M.A. Motor Motor M.A. Motor Motor M.A. Kind,
Pair Kind. K 5 Kind. K 5 Diff. Motor
§5 ~ —— ——
75
12 96 97 ^-3 S2 9S -2 ii+
12
13 5-1 61 90 5-1+ 19 9 +3 ^
2U
1^ 5-^ 69 5-5 77 8 +1 11
21
15 5-6 SO 30 5-6 60 71 20
20
16 5-7 96 62 5-7 6 12 90
69
53
17 5-10 97 1+0 6-0 SO Mo 4.2 X7
10
IS D-o so IS 6-1 kf sk 41 33
19 6-2 3I+ 76 6-3 6 81 +1 28
26
51+
20 G-k 66 59 6-U U3 69 23
59
39
21 6-7 61 73 6-7 IS 21
loin'
IS
TX 0^
oo
T-0
t
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TABL35 IV-A
PAIHUIS FOR S3K DIFFmsHICHlS STUEY
aiHLS
Pupil M.A.
^tile
Hill
Viffual
^tile
Hill
Audit or
V
^tile
Hill
Motor
Grade Houivalent
Durrell Heading
Ach.ieVsrae11
1
G-rade Uqu
Metropoli
ment
1 7-6 17 ll^ 3^+ 1+.6 1^.7
2 7-9 63 7S U.6 ^.5
3 7-11 3o 57 59 8,4 5*3
it' 8-0 lU 17 U7 J* J
5 g-5 8 35 7 5.1 5.0
6 S-8 63 20 71 1+.2
7 8-g 7^ U6 20 5.3 J* ^
8 8-10 53 9\ 5.6 5.3
Q
J 8-11 6 81 -?»^
o—±X K7\>\ ~i 1!• 1
11 8-11 96 92 6 b.b 6.6
12 8-11 17 9 66 3.8 ^.3
13 8-11 33 U6 25 ^.5 »t.2
\\ 9-0 36 61 S3 6.0 6.1
15 9-0 6 2 ^7 3.^
i6 9-1 33 15 5
17 9-1 17 82 37 5.3 5.8
ig 9-2 71+ 82 6 6.3 r.2
19 9-2 53 Uo 18 H.7 Ua
20 9-3 25 16 16 5.8
21 9-3 63 61 28 7.5 5.S
22 9-3 7H 35 37 5.3 U.9
23 9-U 80 57 76 6.3 6. It
9-1^ 80 60 59 6,0 5.9
25 9-U 91 99 3^ 7.S 6,0
3.V
,o
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TABL3 I7-A (continued)
PAIRDTO FOR SM Dll?IM:mO^S STUm
BOYS
^tile ^itile ^tile Sr. Eqaiv, Gr. Squiv, M.A. Cumulative
Pupil M.A. Hill Hill Hill IXirrell Metropolitan Diff. Difference
Visual Auditory Motor Reading Ach. C Spelling G. as
Achievement "base
1 7-5 63 92 1 5.0 7.5 -1 -1
rr
5 7-11 3 18 3.8 3.4 2 1
t I? DO U 1
/—AX —X nw
19 g-s 63 36 90 4.9 4.5 3 3
17 S-8 4 11 IS 3.1 3.7 3
IS 8-g lif 9 57 4.6 4.2 3
20 g-8 63 6o 62 6.3 5.5 -2 1
21 8-8 36 14 30 4.2 4.3 -3 -2
16 8-S 30 40 47 3.8 4.1 -3 -5
22 8-9 14 21+ 45 5.7 4.1 -2 -7
23 8-9 lU 9 20 3.8 3.7 -2 -9
21+ 8-11 33 35 8 6.3 4.9 -9
25 9-1 96 99 4 8.1+ 7.7 1 -8
26 9-1 U6IN-/ X _7-(
27 9-2 53 35 47 5.5 5.0 1 -6
28 9-3 14 28 57 5.3 3.9 2 -4
29 9-3 44 46 47 6.4 4.6 1 -3
30 9-4 63 92 30 6.1+ 5.6 2 -1
31 9-4 25 24 91 5.7 4.I1 1
32 9-4 8 35 78 4.7 3.7 1 1
33 9-4 25 57 34 6.U 3.9 1 2
3U 9-5 63 82 12 6.0 4.7 1 3
35 9-5 53 35 52 6.0 3.8 1 4
36 9-6 1 6 3 3.6 3.5 2 6
Or
if
?
Co
c'
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TAHL3 IV-A (continued)
PAIRING lOR S3X DIPFSJHsaiCBS STUOT
airls
jkile ^tile ^tile Grade iiJquivalent Grade Squivalent
Pupil M.A. Hill Hill Hill Durrell Reading Metropolitan C
Visual Auditory Motor Achievement Spelling Achieve-
ment
9-7 80 61 92 6.5 ^.9
U5 9-8 20 3^
28 9-5 25 lb 97 3.6 4.1
Oft29 9-5 bl 84 5.1 4.9
9-5 9b 82 47 b, 4 5.8
"7 1 9-5 91
—» r—
35 54 5.5 5.8
32 9-5 7^ 92 30 5.3 5.6
36 9-6 8 5 ^7
37 9-b 44 17 7S 5.9 u.l
^3 9-7 28 S3 6.2 U.o
1+8 9-S 53 96 2 7.7 6.3
9-7 99 82 22 6-3 6.3
51 9-9 30 57 62 6.6 K\
9-8 53 35 73 5.9 5.5
9-9 3b 35 13 b. 4 b.l
53 9-10 80 92 84 7.1 6,9
5U 9-10 53 61 81 7.3 5.5
55 9-10 53 60 H7 H.6 ^.5
56 9-11 9 1 3.9 3.^
57 10-0 7^+ 61 5 7.6 5.^^
5S 10-0 63 35 97 5.7 U.S
59 10-1 8U 92 7 7.7 6.6
60 10-1 63 57 6lf 5.3 6.1
61 10-2 7^ 92 10 6.3 7.0
62 10-2 63 61 11 5.1 5.^
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TABL3 IV-A (continued)
PAinniG FOR SM DIJFilHlSTCaS sTurr
BOYS
^tile ^kile fotile (Jr. 3auiv. (Jr. 13quiv. M.A. Ctumila-
Pupil M.A. Hill Hill Hill Durrell Metropolitan Diff. tive
Yisuel Auditory Motor Reading Ach. C Spelling O.as Difference
Achievement "base
37 9-6 9 57 3 6.1 5.7 -1 5
3S 9-6 57 66 6.3 4.9 -2 3
39 9-6 30 92 IS 6.7 4.4 1 4
Ho 9-7 63 46 76 6.3 5.6 2 6
9-7 96 96 18 8.4 6.7 2 8
42 9-7 63 60 l4 6.6 5.0 2 10
^3 9-7 44 46 71 5.S 5-3 2 12
kk 9-7 25 20 4o 6.0 5.0 1 13
9-9 53 24 30 5.2 6.7 3 16
9-9 25 14 kQ 7.0 4.S 2 18
^7 9-10 6 16 76 5.4 4.9 2 20
48 9-10 63 61 IS 7.0 5.S 3 23
9-10 91 92 91 7.7 5.9 1 24
50 9-10 53 96 91 7.7 6.3 2 26
51 9-10 63 60 16 7.5 4.2 1 27
52 9-11 l4 14 69 5.5 3.4 1 28
53 9-11 19 11 ko 5.1 4.2 1 29
9-11 10 ko 69 6,6 4.2 1
55 9-11 63 61 57 7.0 4.3 30
63 10-1 74 82 86 8.0 5.4 1 31
64 10-1 so 96 45 S.h. 6.4 1 32
65 10-1 74 S2 81 7.9 5.S 32
66 10-1 91 99 25 S.4 7.6 32
6g 10-2 33 63 10 5.9 5.0 32
69 10-2 74 61 1K3 6.5 5.S 32
oc
3l
51
4-^
T.T
O.I
IP
70
TABLU IV-A (continued)
PAiRirra for ssx DiiTjiR:j!iTCiis sTurir
aims
^tile ^otile ^tile Grade ISquivalent Grade Iquivalent
Pupil M.A. Hill Hill Hill Dorrell Reading Metropolitan C
Visual Auditory Motor Achievement Spelling Achieve-
ment
b3 10-£1 9b AiDl 54 7.0 5»9
9b 9b 3^ b,3 A A
iU—
c
33 cLo DO k AH.D
Do 0!> oc Ak (•3 A "zD.3
10-3 Cxi91 57 A 7b.7 5»7
Do 9b oc. 00 S.3 A 1D. 1
Aob9 lU—
D
7^ 57 71 A
-2b.3 c A5.b
10-b -7)17^ 4b lb 7»3 4.9
71 10-7 i\iJk 92 94 b.3 0.3
72 10-7 99 99 he 7-1 £1 Ab.b
73 10-7 91 96 54 7-4 b.2
7^ 10-7 91 99 S7 8.U 6.3
75 10-8 91 92 S3 6.3 6.6
76 10-8 61 6lt 6.5 5.7
77 10-9 91 92 98 7.0 6.2
7S 10-9 91 82 ^3 7.9 5.6
79 10-11 7^ 82 82 7.3 6.2
80 11-2 7^ 82 71 8.U 5.6
S3 12-1 1 82 ^5 8.1+ 5.^
81^ 12-S 99 92 20 8.U 7.2
• 1
1 >^
CO
1
TT
71
TAHiS IV-A (continued)
PAIRBTO FOR SI5X DIFm311TC3S STUDT
BOYS
^tile ^^tile ^kile G-r. Squiv. Gr. 31quiv. M.A. Cumtda^
Pupil M.A. Hill Hill Hill Durrell Metropolitan Diff. tive
Visual Auditory Motor Reading Ach, C Spelling Gr.as Difference
Ach.ievenient
70 10-2 7^ 140 9^ 5.8 3.9 32
71 10-2 19 9 18 ^.9 U.0 32
67 10-1 53 61 25 5.0 5.5 -1 31
72 10-2 19 20 31+ 5.2 U.1 31
73 10-2 111 57 76 5.3 5.0 -1 30
71+ 10-2 16 82 5.S 3.8 -3 27
75 10-i| 2U 97 5.U 5.3 -2 25
76 lO-ll 96 82 78 6.9 7.1 -2 23
77 10-1^ )40 81 6.0 U.8 -3 20
7S 10-5 19 11 98 Kz 3.^ -2 18
79 10-5 80 57 5^ 7.5 6.0 -2 16
SO 10-5 91 92 U5 7.5 6,0 -2 11+
81 10-5 36 J 6q 6.7 U.i
—J) XJ.
82 10-6 91 99 6.9 6.1 -2 9
83 10-6 8U 82 25 7.9 5.6 -3 6
Sk 10-7 6 2U 57 6.0 U.8 -2 U
85 10-9 17 20 91 5.9 I1.O -2 2
86 11-2 96 61 98 5.9 6.3 2
S7 11-10 7^ 57 76 7.6 -3
88 12-9 99 81+ 23 6.7 5.6 1
C
TESTS
I

Primary Form
READING APTITUDE TESTS
72
For Prediction and Analysis of
Reading Abilities and Disabilities
BY MARION MONROE
SPECIALIST IN REMEDIAL INSTRUCTION, PITTSBURGH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
FORMERLY CHIEF PSYCHOLOGIST, CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER, PITTSBURGH, PA.
Name Birthdate Age Date . .
Grade School Intelligence Test I. Q.
Summary of Scores:
Visual i
2
3 Total Percentile
.
Auditory i
2
3 Total Percentile.
Motor i
2
3 Total Percentile.
Articulation i
2 Total Percentile.
Language i
2
3 Total Percentile
Average Percentile.
Percen-
tiles
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
o
PROFILE OF ABILITIES
Visual
Audi-
tory Motor
Articu-
lation
Lan-
guage
Average
Percentiles
Hand Preference R L
Eye Preference R L
Foot Preference R L
Total R L
Visual defect
Hearing defect
Speech defect
Physical defect
Foreign language
COPYRIGHT, 1935, BY MARION MOKROE
HOUGHTON MIFFLIN COMPANY
BOSTON • NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DALLAS • ATLANTA • SAN FRANCISCO
READING APTITUDE.
Comments:
GROUP TESTS
Visual Test i
Memory of Orientation of Forms
A
V
1 1
n ©
c
c
3
o
•
•
o
k
d
> >
< c
o n A
ADO
o • lol
|o|-o
n A o
o A
Score
Visual Test z
Ocular-Motor Control and Attention
73
r nf
li (*- 1—(A
Vn f
(A1 Chi
1
-
Lp
,1 (^S"^^^-^^
Score
Visual Test 3
Memory (Expose cards 10 seconds^
Score
.
Motor Test i
Speed (Allow 60 seconds')
00000 00000 00000 00000
00000 00000 00000 00000
00000 00000 00000 00000
00000 00000 00000 00000
00000 00000 00000 00000
Score
,
Motor Test 2.
Steadiness
Score
• Score
Average Score.
74
Auditory Test i
Word - discrimination
Score
Auditory Test i.
Sound - blending
Score
Language Test i
Vocabulary
76
Score
INDIVIDUAL TESTS
Auditory Test jy Auditory Memory
A mother hen — had three — baby chicks. — Their names were Scratchy — Patchy — and Chick-
Chick. — One day — the chickens — went for a walk — in Farmer Joe's — garden. — They were
having a fine time — eating lettuce — when a big dog — ran toward them — barking loudly. — The
chickens ran home — as fast as they could, — all except little Chick-Chick — who hid — behind a big
leaf — until the dog went away.
. Score
.
Articulation Test /, Reproduction
1. baby 7. this thumb 13. quick kick 19. stop Sam's sled
2. tick tock 8. very fine 14. pink pig 20. pick peck pack
3. see saw 9. green glass 15. big bag beg 21. Bobby's better blotter
4. so busy 10. sly sister 16. come cub cup 22. mythological
5. run around 11. few flew 17. she sells silk 23. incomprehensibility
6. what weather 12. quite white 18. try three threads 24. transcontinental
Score
Articulation Test 2, Speed {Allow /j seconds)
banana long ago take a bite
Score
Language Test 2^ Classification {Allow jo seconds)
animals things to eat toys
Score
Language Test Sentence-Length
Score
Motor Test j, Writing Name
. Score
.
Handedness:
Writing R L
Throwing R L
Combing hair R L
Batting R L
Needle R L
Winding R L
Fold hands R L
Fold arms R L
Eyedness:
Cone RL RL RL
Cardboard R L R L R L
Footedness:
Hopping R L
Kicking R L
Climbing R L
DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY OF VISUAL, AUDITORY, AND MOTOR FUNCTIONS
Barbara Hill
1943
Name
^
Boy or G-lrl Age Grade
Teacher School City
State Date
Test Score ^tile Type of Error
B M E
Visual
Auditory
Motor I - right Ratio of Dexterity
left
Motor II
Motor III
Total
•
TEST I Visual Discrimination
Sample
A . hand bond band bank
B. spill grill girl grills
1. saint point paint paid
2. snow shew shoe show
3. foundiner rounder rooster rounding
4. w\Jilw ^ X V C7v>L retained received receiving
5. elected connected collector
6. in 1 ect ion retention rejection rejector
7. n Y* pV pn 1". 1 V p inventive inductive inventory
8. COn s ignm ent assignment concealment consignation
9. perceiver designer deceiving deceiver
10. Dert urban ce disport ance disturbance disturber
11. expendiou s commodious compendious compendium
12, unsettling resettling unfailing unsettle
13. distendlble expressible extendible extendedly
14. reported imported impeded important
15. inscriber producer proscriber proscribing
16. retainable obstructable obtainment obtainable
17. reverted perpetrated perversion perverted
18. submergent emergent enrollment emerging
19. preservable conscrvable presumable preserving
20. refractory enactory engendory enact Ive
cl • act ionless motionless eccentless actionable
22. objective advent ive adjectival adjective
23. blematize emphasize emblematize emblematical
24. returned upturned upended upturning
(2)
#
Test I (oontinued)
laDonng DexaT/mg De±aooring DexaDoreo.
Oft. suDnormax aoy sinai aDnormai aonormioy
OlAl V X V U X revivor surveyer survival
OQ ueparT/inen u abutment apartments apartment
u.t;x en s XV c offerative offensively offensive
underjudging understanding underJudgement
ox • connoted denoted devoted denoting
preternatural preterition preternaturalism preternaturally
33. Jurisdict ion jurisprudential jurisdictional juristically
34. irreconcilability irreclaimability irreclaimableness irrationality
35. effervescency efflorescency efficiency effeminately
36. premillennial premillenarianism premillennialism premillennialist
Score
Errors
B
M
E
(3)
I4
TEST 2 Auditory Discrimination
Sample
A. sold bold bald bowl
B. hall tell talk tall
1. frog fig fog fob
2. pine fine fire find
3. canned banned capped candy
4. horse corpse course core
5. thick truck trip trick
6. puck buck back bucket
,
7. proffer offer officer offish
8. listen chasten christen chrisom
9. caparison companion comparative comparison
10. descendant resplendent descant descended
11. pillow billow bellow billon
12. district restrict distinct distrust
13. sandal scalpel scandla scandal
14. pensive expensive expansive expensiveness
15. discouragement encroachment encouragement encouragingly
16. notionless motionless mountainless motioning
17. astute stollate statue statute
18. captain capacious captious caption
19. expendable dependable expandable expenditure
20. importunity opposability opportunist opportunity
21. purveyor survivor surveyor surveyor ship
22. bustle rustle wrestle rustler
23. pennant tenant tendance tenancy
24. subconscious unctious unconsciousness unconscious
(4)

80
Test 2 (continued)
25. writhe scythe wreathe wry
26. sieze frieze siege siezed
27. expressive regression repression repressive
28. inherent coefficient cohesive coherent
29. remissive submissive submersive submission
30. associate dislocate dissociate dissolute
31. susurrat ion sustentation sust entacular su stent at ive
32. aeronat aeronef aeronautic aeronaut
33. illustrious illustrative illustrator illusive
34. archipeligo acciacatura aoidimetcr acappella
35. omnipotence omnipotent omnipresence omniscience
36. massif massive mastiff massively
Score
Errors
B
M
E
(5)

TEST 3 Motor Coordination
Part I Right Hand
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Score
Left Hand
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
ooooooooooooooooooooocooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
Score
Part II
1
(6)
SCORE

DIAGNOSTIC SURVEY OF VISUAL, AUDITORY, AND MOTOR FUNCTIONS
Barbara Hill
1943
Tests Included
Test I - Visual Discrimination
Test 2 - Auditory Discrimination
Test 3 - Motor Coordination
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
Pass out the test booklets and have each child fill in
his name, boy or girl (underline proper one), age, grade, tea-
cher, school, city, state and the date. Be sure all items are
filled in .
Test I - Visual Discrimination
When everyone has filled in the front page say to the
children, "Open your booklets to page 2 and fold them back so
only page 2 shows." (Demonstrate; "I am going to hold up a
card with a word on it. You will look at the word, find it on
your paper and draw a line through it like this
o
and .
"
(Demonstrate on blackboard) "Look at the samples at the top
of the page. We will do A. Look at this card." (Hold up card
with the word band printed on it for 10 seconds. Turn card
down. ) "Now draw a line through the same word on your paper.
Which one did you draw the line through?" (Be sure the line
goes through the word as this is essential for scoring. ) "We
will do one more together. Look at this card." (Hold up one
with grill on it for 10 seconds. Turn it down. ) "Now draw
a line through it on your paper. For the rest of this page I
will call the number of the line. When I say the number all
eyes up even if you haven't finished the one before. Can you
all see the card? Are there any questions? You must ask no
questions after we begin. Look carefully at the word as I can-
not hold it up again."
Go through the list of key words in order, saying the
number, holding each card up for 5 seconds, turning it down;
then giving 3 seconds for each child to draw a line through
the word.
Test 2 - Auditory Discrimination
When test one has been completed say, "Now turn to page
4, Test 2. This time instead of showing a word I am going to
say a word. You will look on your paper for the word I say and
draw a line through it like this bat ." (Demonstrate on board)
9n.
O? :
"":cotfT ye:
Directions for Administering
( continued)
"Look at the samples at the top of the page. We will do those
together. Listen carefully I (Say the word bold) "Now look at
A. on your paper and draw a line through bold. Which one did
you draw a line through?" (Be sure the line is drawn through the
word as it is essential for scoring.) "Now let*s do B. Listen
carefully as I shall say the word only once. Ready, 'tall*.
Draw a line through it on your paper. Are there any questions?
We will begin now. Remember to listen carefully as I shall say
the word only once .
"
Say the list of key words in order allowing 7 seconds for
the children to draw a line through the word.
Test 3 - Motor Coordination
Part I
When test two has been completed say, "Noxv turn to page
6, Test 3, Part I. We are going to put one dot in each of the
little circles like this 00®." (Demonstrate on blackboard)
"Go across one row then come back and start across the next row.
Work as quickly as you can but be sure the dot is inside the
circle. Look at the group of circles marked 'right hand '
.
First we will all do it with our right hands no matter what hand
you usually use. Everyone put your pencils in your right hand.
Hands up!" (Be sure all have it in right hand) "Use only the
circles marked right hand . Ready. Go." Allow 60 seconds, then
say "Stop."
"Now everyone find the group of circles marked left hand
.
We will use these now. Everyone take your pencils in your left
hand. Hands upi" (Look to make sure all have pencil in left
hand. ) "You are to do the same as you did with your right hand
going across each line and being sure the dot is inside the cir-
cle. Readyl Goj" Allow 60 seconds, then say "Stop."
Part II
"Now look at part II. We are going to draw lines con-
necting the corners of these boxes like this, "i^:^( demonstrate
on the blackboard) "Be very sure your lines stSt and stop in
the corners and do not go outside the box. Work as quickly as
you can but very carefully. Are there any questions? Pencils
up! Ready! GoJ" Allow 60 seconds, then say "Stop."
Part III
''^Now turn to the back page." Make on the blackboard be-
fore the class four vertical lines, like these ////, then cross
them with a fifth line, thus; //V/ . "How many lines are there
altogether? There are five lines. The four lines crossed by

Directions for Administering
( cont inued)
the fifth line make something which looks like a little gate.
You are going to see how many of these little gates you can
make in a minute in the spaces on this page. Let's all do one
to be sure we understand how to do it. Pencils upl Ready
I
CxoJ" Allow exactly 60 seconds, then say "Stop."
COLLECT TEST PAPERS IMMEDIATELY
SCORINa
Test I - Visual Discrimination
Place key over page. For quick scoring merely to find
the number correct, count all those with lines drawn through
them. For diagnostic purposes to see whether errors occur at
the beginning, middle or end of words, after counting those with
lines drawn through, take a red pencil and mark in each slit for
numbers 1-31 inclusive. Remove key. Words marked with red are
key words. Omitting key words, other words in order across the
page have a different beginning, middle or ending.
Ex. frog fig Xog fob B=beginning
B M E M=middle
pine fine fire find E=onding
B M E
If a child marked frog it would be an error on beginnings.
If he marked fire it would be an error on the middle. In front
of each number where the child has made an error put B for be-
ginning, M for middle and E for ending. These can be totalled
to find where errors occurred most frequently.
Test 2 - Auditory Discrimination
Take key for test two and score in the same manner as
test I.
Test 3 - Motor Coordination
The motor score equals the average of the scores for
Parts I, II and III using the dominant hand score in Part I.
The average is obtained by adding the three scores and divid-
ing by three.
Part I
Score equals the number of dots in circles. Do not
e.f-
t yd
.38l0'. ..Li ed^ BlBUpe
Scoring (continued)
count those extending through circles. G-et a separate score for
right hand and left hand. The Ratio of Dexterity may be found
by dividing the score for the right hand into the score for the
left hand. A ratio of .90 or less indicates right hand dominance;
.90 to 1.10 indicates ambidexterity; 1.10 or more indicates left
hand dominance.
Part II
The score equals the number of corners correctly completed.
To be correctly completed the line must go way into the corner
but not continue outside of the box.
Part III
Score equals the number of gates completed times 5 plus
any odd ones at the end. Ex. //// //// /// = 13
Standard scores for the ages indicated.
Age Score Age Score Age Score
7 80 11 155 15 210
7* 85 Hi 163 15^ 215
8 91 12 170 16 220
a| 95 12i 177 16^ 224
9 100 13 183 17' 228
9i 117 1^ 187 230
10 135 14 192 18 232
ic^ 145 1^ 201
From Fundamental Qualities Test - Charles K. Taylor
PERCENTILE RANKS
After the visual, auditory and motor tests had been given
to a group of fifth grade children and scored, the results were
grouped into a frequency table and a percentile curve figured
and plotted. Following is a table giving the score and percen-
tile rank for each of the three tests.
beisnliaoc)
"^IJoQiioo 81S 1o ledmun
moo srf;f otnl og Jawr ©xio o &o
--^^
otbn': •sot 8 sicca
CIS
4a r V'Tj^ c-G
8X
:I .1 B9lT:.PiiO - ^EsT 39/. XeJne:
nevi - ^ ^-^rf ictcM bn« ijioilSjUP. ^Lsueiy oner le^lA
Percentile Ranks (continued)
TABLES OF PERCENTILE RANKS CORRESPONDING TO SCORES
VISUAL TEST AUDITORY TEST
Score J^tlle Rank Score _^tlle Rank
"55" "35""
35 96 35 96
54 91 34 92
33 84 33 62
32 80 32 61
31 74 31 60
30 63 30 57
29 53 29 46
28 44 28 40
27 36 27 35
26 33 26 28
25 30 25 24
24 25 24 20
23 19 23 17
22 17 22 16
21 15 21 14
20 14 20 11
19 9 19 9
18 8 18 6
17 6 17 5
16 4 16 3
15 3 16 2
14 2 14 1
13 1
19
ox
II
e
6
s
I
OS
91
81
VI
61
ci
hi
08
oc
32
p r
es
Is
Q
8
a
e
s:
OS
81
71
*".Ox
- r
' •
.i.
MOTOR TEST
Score %tlle Rank
129 99
128 99
127 99
126 99
125 99
124 99
123 98
122 98
121 98
120 98
119 98
118 97
117 97
116 97
115 97
114 97
113 95
112 94
111 92
110 91
109 91
108 90
107 89
106 88
105 87
104 86
103 85
102 84
101 83
100 82
Score ^tlle Flank
99 81
98 78
97 76
96 73
95 71
94 69
93 66
92 64
91 62
90 59
89 57
88 54
87 52
86 49
85 47
84 45
83 40
82 37
81 34
80 30
79 28
78 25
77 22
76 20
75 18
74 16
73 15
72 14
71 13
70 12
Score ^tile Rank
69 11
68 10
67 9
66 8
65 8
64 7
63 6
62 5
61 5
60 4
59 4
58 3
57 3
56 2
55 2
54 Z
53 1
52 1
51 1
50 1
49 1
48 1
47 1
46 1
45 1
44 1
43 1
42
41
40
a86
79
6
S
6
2 5<3-
2 sa
2
05 08
i 8^ ^''^ 8?
X 5*. 5V
2J^ f^v'' . .r
DIAG1\I0STIC SURVEY OF VISUAL, AUDITORY, AND MOTOR FUNCTIONS
KEY WORDS
Test I Visual Test 2 Auditory
1It paint X. rog
o
<&• show o PinoI xne
o» O.
A receivecL *. course
P, c; wX XVi/JX
O* re J ec uxon o .
< • inven u ive 7
QO* consignnienu Qo • cnri s i» en
y • ueceiver Q CO niparx son
1U» 0.1 s wuruaiiCo 1 nxu. SC 6110.8.11 b
T TXx • C/UUlp CllU. J.U tl o XX . "hill OWU XXXV w
T O ^ ^ ^ A^ 1 A v\uu se u uxing 1^ 1 oi- n1 <n1-
J-O. A A A Q 1
T A impor b uci eJvp Cll 8 XV 6
10* pro scFiper xo
.
encouragement
OIJ ij8.xIiaDX6 . 1110 1/ xunxc s s
peFver ©a. X f . st atut e
T ftxo . CcLp I* ion
1 Q preservaoxe xy expenu.au±e
PD<Gw • vj^ptji ouiixi/jr
cx • ac u xunx c s b PI<ox . surveyor
nfl \ PP'h 1 VPdvL J Ow X V w pp X U uXC
23, emblematize 23. tenant
24. upturned 24. unconscious
25. belaboring 25. writhe
26. abnormal 26. sieze
27. survivor 27. repressive
28. apartment 28. coherent
29. offensive 29. submissive
30. underjudging 30. dissociate
31. denoted 31. sustentation
32. preternatural 32. aeronaut
33. Jurisdictional 33. illustrat ive
34. irreel a imab il ity 34. acappella
35. effervescency 35. omnipotence
36. premillenarianism 36. massive
c-
3 V
.in 61
VI
PI
1'=;
65
©D
9.
I
:sl-
IVIETROPOLITAW ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
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SPELLING LIST ^.hc- FORM G
(Revised)
Published by V'/orld Book Company
Yonkers-On- Hudson
New York
Copyright 1935
The following is a copy of that part of the test which is to
be administered to fifth grades. It is the part used in this study.
The word is to be said used in a sentence and repeated. The word
will be written only once in this copy of the list.
Fifth grade begins here.
1, round A ball is round»
making The boy was making a wagon
»
3. walked The Scouts walked two miles.
4, fur May's coat is made of fur.
5, paint He had some red paint*
6, spend Here is a cent to spend.
7. fair The weather is fair.
8, hold Vye hold our books.
9, study 1 like to study.
10 o salt Our food needs salt.
llo fix He tried to fix the toy.
1^, raise I shall raise the window.
13o riding We were riding in the car.
14. leave Do not leave your seat.
15. club The boys formed a club»
16o gather He will gather the leaves
«
17. drew The boy drew a pleture*
IBo cutting The tailor was cutting the cloth.
19 blood Our blood is redo
kiO. board The carpenter sawed the board.
21, feeling The man was not feeling well.
guide A Boy Scout was our guide.
25 o knot I tied a knot in the string.
24. whom To whom did you speak?
25. ironing Tuesday my mother does her ironing.
26, except Everybody went except me.
27, barley The farmer raised barley.
28, screw That desk needs a new screw.
28, cousin James is my cousin.
30, offered I was fiffered a chair.
31. straight Try to drav/ a straight line.
32 , customer The grocer has a good customer.
33. cellar The coal is kept in the cellar.
34, usual We walked home as usual.
35, freight The box came by freight.
1.
r
r r
J
X
METROPOLITAN SPELLING TEST
( continued.)
36o
37o
38o
39,
40.
41 o
4ki»
43.
44.
45.
46 o
47 o
48.
49 o
50.
whistle
easily
nephew
deceive
sincere
government
successful
enemies
obedient
generally
circumstance
introductory
gradually
attitude
administrator
Fifth gr
The officer blew his whistle.
She did the work easily.
That little boy is my ne]Phew»
DO not deceive me.
The boy made a sincere effort.
Washington is the seat of our gov-ernmento
A successful man works hard.
The king had many enemies*
The child was obedient.
That is not done generally.
It was a strange circumstance
o
The chairman made the introductory remarks*
The boy' s work is gradually improving.
His success depends upon
The manager of an estate
ade stops here.
his attitude.
is an administrator.

DURRELL-SULLIFAN
READING CAPACITY AND ACHIEVEMENT TESTS
READING ACHIEVEMENT TEST
By Donald D. Durrell Inter.
n and Director of t
Boston University
Professor of Educatio he Educational Clinic
AchdCVeill't
and Helen Blair, Sullivan
Associate Director of the Educational Clinic
Boston University A
INTERMEDIATE TEST: FORM A
For Grades 3 to 6
Name Grade Teacher Boy or girl,
Age When is your next birthday ? How old will you be then ?. .
,
Name of school City Date
Test Score
Grade
Equiva-
lent
Age
Equiva-
lent
1. Word Meaning
2. Paragraph Meaning
Total
Optional Tests
3. Spelling
4. Written Recall Rating
Patent No. 1,586,628
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved, ds : rat : inter, a- 16
PRINTED IN U.S.A.
This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law.
Ourrell-SuUivaD : Read. Achievem't : Inter. A
Samples.
TEST 1. WORD MEANING
An a/>/>/e is a kind of— 1 paint 2 metal 3 animal 4 fruit 5 chair.. H
1
Large means — 1 angry 2 big 3 hurt 4 little 5 like .
1
To shut means to — 1 help 2 give 3 take 4 run 5 close
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 6
2 3 4 S
1. A dog is an — 1 answer 2 elephant 3 animal 4 excuse 5 orange
2. A robin is a — 1 crow 2 bird 3 bug 4 flower 5 leaf
• 3. To bring is to — 1 find 2 carry 3 think 4 lose 5 fall
4. Small means — 1 hurry 2 large 3 little 4 like 5 help
6. To fall is to — 1 pay 2 lift 3 touch 4 drop 5 face
6. To bake is to — 1 break 2 lose 3 cook 4 speak 5 copy
7. A dollar is — 1 copper 2 money 3 business 4 healthy 5 clothing
8. A voice is used to — 1 clamp 2 speak 3 point 4 write 5 mark . .
9. A potato is a — 1 song 2 planet 3 vegetable 4 table 5 postman .
.
10. Beef is a kind of— 1 horse 2 boat 3 maze 4 ranch 5 meat
11. To chop means — 1 roll 2 note 3 come 4 chide 5 cut
12. If a thing is above, it is — 1 glad 2 pleasant 3 short 4 higher 5 between
13. A thing that is bent is — 1 warm 2 sharp 3 crooked 4 straight 5 tight. .
.
14. Travel means — 1 trouble 2 journey 3 serious 4 prepare 5 junction .
15. Oi/ is used for — 1 fuel 2 water 3 fun 4 writing 5 presents
16. Quarrel means— 1 stop 2 travel 3 fight 4 forget 5 throw
17. A hall is a — 1 horn 2 road 3 tooth 4 room 5 field
1
18. An island is surrounded by— 1 sugar 2 gardens 3 earth 4 salad 5 water H
19. Remain means — 1 ride 2 measure 3 happen 4 stay 5 accompany
20. Salt is used on — 1 holidays 2 water 3 food 4 birds 5 flowers .
1
21. Marriage means— 1 image 2 civil 3 bitter 4 obtain 5 wedding., [i
1
22. A car/)enfer makes things of— 1 iron 2 stone 3 cement 4 wood 5 grass ii
1
23. A maid is a — 1 smile 2 father 3 girl 4 heart 5 fruit
24. A palace k a. — 1 crown 2 storm 3 land 4 building 5 policeman.. H
3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 6
1 2 3 4 5
4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
3 4 6
3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
25. A /le/mens worn on the — 1 knees 2 breast 3 feet 4 elbows 5 headii
[ 2 ]
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26.
27.
^ 28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
,40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
Ks.
49.
50.
51.
52.
When you miss school, you are — 1 tardy 2 absent 3 present 4 taught 5 fair
1
A person is a/one who is without — 1 money 2 food 3 company 4 shelter 5 danger H
A sfomac/i is part of the — 1 sea 2 sky 3 body 4 country 5 world \\
A man's daughter is his — 1 parent 2 child 3 sister 4 son 5 niece . . .\\
1
III means— 1 sick ' 2 hungry 3 well 4 safe 5 sorry
Excellent mt2ins very — 1 weak 2 good 3 happy 4 poor 5 tired..
A hive is for — 1 oil 2 school 3 robbers 4 peaches 5 bees
To tumble is to — 1 type 2 ask 3 knock 4 fall 5 tickle
A grandparent is an — 1 antagonist 2 elephant 3 ancestor 4 impostor 5 umpire
A smell is an — 1 amount 2 answer 3 office 4 odor 5 idea
An elm is a — 1 mold 2 helm 3 bug 4 tree 5 tool
A mule is a — 1 splinter 2 pearl 3 beast 4 ditch 5 handle
Costly things are — 1 expensive 2 pliant 3 scorched 4 liberal 5 domestic
An author is a — 1 patron 2 policeman 3 statesman 4 treasurer 5 writer
A mayor is an — 1 expert 2 animal 3 invalid 4 umbrella 5 official
A zone is a — 1 number 2 stepson 3 region 4 sliver 5 habit . . . .N
To injure is to — 1 slump 2 insure 3 wound 4 sell 5 splash ....
To rouse means to — 1 waken 2 rule 3 roast 4 throw 5 love . . .
Mild means — 1 gentle 2 price 3 wild 4 new 5 behind
Wicked means — 1 generous 2 grateful 3 unselfish 4 evil 5 brilliant
To make preparations is to get — 1 over 2 measles 3 ready 4 upon 5 cloudy
:
A selection is a — 1 bullet 2 capital 3 desire 4 choice 5 folder.
1
To tour is to — 1 prepare 2 toast 3 lean 4 travel 5 trust ....
Twinkle means — !• wrinkle 2 ringing 3 pitiful 4 glisten 5 feeble
Coarse cloth is — 1 smooth 2 fine 3 rough 4 cold 5 short ....
A bough is a — 1 limb 2 leaf 3 pail 4 crest 5 trunk
3 4 5
3 4 5
2 3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
3 4 i
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
3 4 5
To welcome means to — 1 endure 2 'persist 3 receive 4 believe 5 practice
;
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53.
64.
65.
66.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
•
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
A blunt thing is
Circular means
Skillful means -
1 dull 2 sharp 3 disagreeable 4 black 5 thin
1 careless 2 familiar 3 round 4 square 5 jealous
1 laborious 2 excited 3 radical 4 expert 5 kindly
1 2 3 4 6
2 3 4 5
/n/erzor means — 1 iijferior 2 above 3 empty 4 dreary 5 inside..
N
1
Stupid me2Lns — 1 studious 2 false 3 stylish 4 cowardly 5 dull. .H
To surrender is to — 1 surround 2 soften 3 colonize 4 yield 5 dance . N
Destruction causes— 1 discipline 2 ruin 3 government 4 scandal 5 satisfaction
A portion is a — 1 gate 2 home 3 wall 4 riddle 5 share
To overcome is to — 1 discover 2 happen 3 anticipate 4 defeat 5 worry
An insult is an— 1 instinct 2 insertion 3 announcement 4 embrace 5 offense \
To confirm is to make — 1 angry 2 equal 3 trouble 4 certain 5 time
Valiant means — 1 valid 2 lenient 3 brave 4 royal 5 loyal
To kindle means to — 1 pick 2 range 3 light 4 soil 5 assist ....
Abrupt means — 1 exclude ' 2 neutral 3 recent 4 sudden 5 rugged
Fatigue means — 1 fatal 2 faithful 3 conflict 4 dodge 5 weariness
A durable thing is — 1 fantastic 2 courteous 3 modified 4 lasting 5 moist
Fourscore is the same as — 1 fourteen 2 fortnight 3 eighty 4 twenty 5 four
To ratify is to — 1 confuse 2 approve 3 assist 4 report 5 poison ii
To rebe/ is to — 1 realize 2 pledge 3 justify 4 resist 5 flourish . H
Sullen mtans — 1 sultry 2 satisfied 3 credulous 4 harmful 5 surly M
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
3 4 5
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
To conyznce means to — 1 declare 2 design 3 combine 4 nourish 5 persuade H
1 2 3 4 5
A sign is an — 1 offering 2 agreement 3 acquaintance 4 indication 5 address
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
Probability means — 1 disheveled 2 originality 3 likelihood 4 sincerity 5 enthusiasm
4
r A 1
Score
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TEST 2. PARAGRAPH MEANING
Sample.
A.
B.
One warm, sunny day Helen' and her brother went on a trip to the beach.
Their mother and aunt went with them. They took their bathing suits so that
they could all go into the water. When noontime came, they had lunch on
the sand. After lunch the children gathered sea shells. They saw a starfish
and some funny little cra"bs.
What did Helen and her brother do ?
1 went to see their aunt 2 went to the seashore
4 went for crabs 5 went fishing
The weather was —
1 quiet 2 funny 3 fair 4 gloomy 5 rainy
C. The best name for this story is —
1 Helen and Her Aunt 2 Gathering Shells
4 One Warm Day 5 A Trip to the Beach .
.
3 went on a train
3 Eating Lunch Outdoors
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They go
on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall. They
have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls there
too. They ride, swim, and play games together every day.
When do Mary and John go to camp
1 before school 2 when school is over
5 every day
3 in the fall 4 when school starts
2. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp ?
1 lonesome 2 sad 3 joyous 4 fimny 5 weary . .
.
How do the children travel to camp ?
1 on a train 2 on a bus 3 in an automobile 4 on a car 5 in an airplane .
.
The best name for this story would be —
1 Close of School 2 Playing Games 3 A Trip on the Train
4 A Summer at Camp 5 The Boys at Camp
Mary and John enjoy camp life because they —
1 are glad to be away for the summer 2 like the ride on the train
3 are glad to be out of school 4 like to study nature
5 have fun playing games with the other children
is]
II
Jack had a new fish Hne. His father took him fishing in a Httle brook at the
back of his grandfather's house. Jack was the first to feel a bite. There was
a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of the water, but
it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his
fish lying on the grass near the stream.
6. Jack went —
1 to his grandfather's house* 2 into the water 3 fishing with his father i 2 3
4 to buy a fish line to the ocean to fish
7. -The hsh — 123
1 helped 2 struggled 3 ate 4 tried 5 fell
8. Jack tried to —
1 fish near the stream 2 pull his father back 3 land his own fish 1 2 3
4 put fish in the brook 5 lie on the grass
9. The best name for this story is —
1 A Trip to Grandfather's 2 Catching Some Fish 3 Jack's Fishing Trip 1 2 3
4 Bu5ring a New Fish Line 5 How Father Fished
10. Jack enjoyed his trip because —
1 the fish got away 2 the brook was near grandfather's 3 he caught a fine fish 1 2 3
4 he went to a stream 5 his father helped him
In the cold northlands many animals go to sleep for the whole winter. They
have to store up enough fat on their bodies in the summertime to last them all
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer.
Bears, which are among the animals which sleep all winter, get so large in the
summer that they can hardly move about. All these animals which sleep
during the winter crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter nears and stay
until spring comes once more. When they come out, they are very thin and
are starving.
11. How do the animals which sleep through the winter get their winter food ?
1 by carrying their food in with them 2 by getting fat in summer
3 by coming out for food as they need it, 4 by eating the bark of trees 1 2 3
5 by living on small animals il
12. The climate where these animals live is very — 123
1 windy 2 warm 3 breezy 4 cold 5 hot H
13. How do the animals look when they come out of the cave ?
1 huge and fat 2 lean and hungry 3 thin and tired 4 large and strong 1 2 3
5 huge and starving H
14. The best title for this story would be —
1 Bears Which Go into Caves 2 Thin and Hungry Animals
3 Animals Which Sleep through the Winter 4 Large Animals Sleep in Winter 1 2 3
5 While They Are Sleeping
15. The animals which sleep through the winter make winter dens —
1 in the summertime 2 in the open woods 3 when spring comes 1 2 3
4 in caverns or hollow logs 5 while they are sleeping
[ 6 ]
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IV
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
24.
26.
The St. Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They are large and very-
strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and find travelers who
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains. A first-aid kit containing food
and medicine is hurig about their necks, and a warm blanket is strapped on their
backs. When they find worn-out travelers, they dig them out of the snow and
help them if they are awake and able to move. If the traveler is injured and
helpless, the dog is trained to go back to the town below and bring aid. Many
lives are saved every year by these fearless animals.
What is the most valuable thing that St. Bernard dogs do ?
1 They can climb over snowdrifts. 2 They are good moimtain climbers.
3 They are trained to rescue lost travelers. 4 They are large and strong.
5 They carry first-aid kits
The St. Bernard dog is —
1 cowardly 2 speedy 3 courageous 4 rough 5 fierce
How does the dog assist worn-out travelers ?
1 by digging large holes in the snow 2 by climbing the drifts to the traveler
3 by bringing first aid 4 by covering him with a blanket 5 by his great strength
The best title for this story is—
1 Training Dogs 2 The Heroic St. Bernard 3 A Strange St. Bernard Dog
4 People Lost in Mountains 5 Traveling through Snowdrifts '
What do the dogs do for the travelers they cannot help ? 1 stand the man on his feet
2 give him food and medicine 3 return to the village for aid
4 carry him down the mountain 5 give him the first-aid kit
The camel possesses a most uncommon body, which almost seems made to
order for the many purposes he fills in the life of the desert people. His mouth
is peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful
teeth enable him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert.
His huge nostrils allow him to breathe deeply. They close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, thus shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of
fat, is of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many
days. He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to
last him for four or five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull. To kneel down
at a given signal is about the only trick he ever learns. Although the camel is
homely he is nevertheless valuable, for without him many portions of the earth
would remain untraveled.
The camel is — 1 more intelligent than the horse 2 capable of learning a great deal i
3 rather unintelligent 4 poorly taught 5 friendly and intelligent
The body of the camel is —
1 unfortunate 2 unusual 3 graceful 4 evil 5 inspiring
The mouth of the camel— 1 is harmed by thorny cactus 2 is small and tough
3 is well suited for procuring food 4 tightens when a sandstorm arises
5 provides an inside reservoir
The best title for this story is — 1 The Body of the Camel
2 The Usefulness of the Camel 3 The Stupidity of the Camel
4 Sandstorms on the Desert 5 How the Camel Eats
The camel is — 1 unsuited for desert travel 2 helpless in a sandstorm
3 a tricky animal 4 well adapted for desert travel 5 friendly and intelligent .
[ 7 ]
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VI
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his
approach the little animal struck out with his forefeet, but Bill was quick and
avoided him. The boy caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid
movement sprang into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head
down, back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing
back to earth with terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his
rider, plunging and rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after
many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet with perspiration, stood still. His
nostrils trembled, but one felt that though his body had been subdued, his
spirit was still unbroken.
26. When Bill approached, the pony was — 1 tired and broken 2 quieted in spirit i
3 impatient to be ridden 4 disturbed and angry 5 thrown to the ground
27. The pony was finally — i
1 overbalanced 2 exultant 3 overpowered 4 distracted 5 restored
28. The little pony tried to — 1 outlive his rider 2 aid the boy i
3 unseat his rider 4 exhaust the animal 5 biitt Bill
29. The best title for this story is —
1 Riding the Range 2 An Exhausted Pony 3 Breaking a Pony i
4 A Perspiring Pony 5 Bill Approached a Pony
30. The article illustrates —
1 how to enter a corral 2 a whirmying pony 3 trickery in riding i
4 leading a pony 5 skill in horsemanship
VII 8
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly an entrancing sport. One can
engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the thrilling
activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place. From it
one can derive all sorts of adventures, for to be a good photographer of birds
in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as weir as travel
on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests, learn where they
stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and cared for, and
procure photographs of the birds in Various attitudes. Hiking with the camera
through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of excitement
and expectancy present, for one never knows at what moment he may come
upon some unusual bird activity.
31. Making studies of bird life is interesting because —
1 they haunt native places 2 of the various activities one can observe
3 it is always done on water 4 the young are fed and cared for i
5 the sport is appropriate
32. Using a camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting — i
1 destruction 2 conservation 3 dissatisfaction 4 conversation 5 haunts 1 i
33. Bird study is a satisfying sport because —
1 the young are fed 2 the birds like it 3 one can get eggs out of nests i
4 it can be enjoyed during all seasons 5 one can use a rifle
34. The best title for this story is —
1 Interesting Birds 2 The Excitement of Adventure 3 Taming Wild Birds i
4 Photography of Wild Birds 5 Destroying Bird Life
35. Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating because —
1 it is helped by a camera 2 it takes much time 3 it gives more bird pictures i
4 it brings adventure without destruction of life 5 it scatters the birds about
[ 8 1
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In the part of our country which gets very Httle rain in the summer
the ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all
the crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried
. on in states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A
^
large reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow,
f melting in summer, rushes into a stream. This, in turn, is joined to a large
ditch. At the head of the ditch is an intake gate. This can be opened and
closed at will. In this way water is drawn off and the j^arious fields are irri-
gated. The water can be turned on whenever the fields need i^. The parts
of our country where irrigation is possible seldom have crop failures, because
water can be secured when it is needed.
36. This form of agriculture is carried on where —
1 crops are grown in summer 2 mountain streams make it possible 12345
3 cities are near 4 there are large reservoirs 5 there are crop failures
37. Because irrigation is possible crop failures are — 12345
1 increased 2 reduced 3 possible 4 permitted 5 eliminated
38. They stop the water from flooding the fields by —
1 damming the ditch 2 use of gates 3 opening the reservoir 12345
4 irrigating the fields 5 drawing off the water ; H
39. The best title for this story would be —
1 Damming Up Streams 2 Supplying Water for Irrigation 12345
3 Crops in Dry Weather 4 Building Huge Dams 5 Supplying Water for Colorado I
j
40. Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because —
1 in summer it gets little rain 2 it is high up in the mountains
3 water may be applied as needed 4 the water can be turned off 12345
5 agriculture is carried on
IX
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap labor can be secured because the
plants require a great deal of cultivation, most of which must be done by hand.
First the plants are thinned and then blocked to get the correct number in the
rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted are not like the red beets
which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the common turnips. These
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water is later drawn off^
and boiled into beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a brown sugar called
raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the refinery, where
it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to be boxed and
sold for use in our homes.
41. Sugar beets must be raised where labor is not expensive because they require —
1 much care 2 much washing 3 many plants in a row 4 soaking in water 12345
• ..........
k 5 much boiling
42. What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar beets ? 12345
1 machine 2 manual 3 difficult 4 easy 5 unusual
43. The raw sugar is — 1 made into syrup 2 refined and whitened 12345
3 boxed and sold 4 left as it is 5 changed to brown sugar
44. The best title for this story is — 1 Blocking and Thinning Beets
2 Colorado Sugar Beets 3 How Beet Sugar Is Obtained 1^2 3 4 5
4 Cleaning Raw Sugar 5 How Beet Sugar Is Whitened
46. Raising sugar beets requires — 1 inexpensive labor 2 sjrrup changed to sugar 12345
3 sugar to be cleaned 4 many common turnips 5 raw sugar
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46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they liave
traveled to almost every part of the world and into many places that would
otherwise have remained unexplored. Daring pilots haVe been responsible
for many outstanding feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when
there was no other opportunity of reaching them. At one time serum was
carried to Alaska by plane and saved the lives of many children who were
seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the year, and in all kinds of weather,
Uncle Sam's pilots carry the mail through the air. Practically every day one
reads of some new achieveifients of airplanes.
Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by — 1 carrying many diseases
2 having no other opportunity 3 aiding the sick and dying
4 helping boys to becoine pilots " 5 taking passengers in the air
The life of an airplane pilot is —
1 lonesome 2 easy 3 hazardous 4 happy 5 high
Airplanes are used for a variety of services such as —
1 exploring, carrying mail, and aiding the sick 2 carrying mail in all sorts of weather
3 bringing serum to diphtheria patients 4 serving htmianity
5 traveling in all kinds of weather
The best title for this story is —
1 Mail Pilots 2 Exploring with Airplanes
3 Value of Airplanes 4 Life of an Air Pilot
The accomplishments of airplanes are —
1 unimportant 2 understanding 3 trivial
5 A Trip to Alaska
4 significant 5 serious
XI 10
The mode of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different from
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions,
surrounded by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often
in themselves small villages. While many of these planters were living in
wasteful extravagance, the Puritans of New England were living in modest
two-room homes. They were thrifty people who were not in favor of the
riotous living and entertaining of the planters. The New England people were
more interested in the establishment of good common schools for all people,
while the rich planters did not favor this idea. They had tutors at home for
their children, or sent them to Europe to be educated.
The New Englanders were interested in — 1 having tutors for their sons
2 organizing good public schools 3 educating their children in England
4 living in two rooms 5 riotous living and entertaining
Which word best describes a Southern planter?
1 lavish 2 gallant 3 brave 4 weak 5 frugal
Which word best describes a New England home ?
1 magnificent 2 insignificant 3 unpretentious 4 extensive 5 valuable .
The best title for this story is —
1 A Story of Education 2 A Comparison of the Life of the Planters
3 Northern and Southern Modes of Living 4 The Thrifty New England People
5 Good Schools for All
The Southern gentlemen desired —
1 common education for all 2 the organizing of good public schools
'4 good education for members of his own family
4 tutors for children in New England .5 good free schools for planters' sons
I
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66.
xn
The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tanic of compressed oxygen
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must
be remembered that if breathing is to be produced artificially the process must
be begun within ten minutes after the breathing has stopped or the person
may not revive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person
until the pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness
should be attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can be
of great advantage, it is also a very dangerous instrument in the hands of an
inexperienced person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly
handled, of drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing
them.
The pulmotor is an instrument for —
1 collapsing the lungs 2 avoiding drowning 3 inducing artificial respiration
4 administering electric shock 5 inducing carbon monoxide
11
57. What is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmotor ?
1 concentrated oxygen 2 a device of great advantage 3 air cells which collapse
4 a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5 a combination of oxygen and nitrogen . .
.
58. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial respiration should be started —
1 by a dangerous instrument 2 for collapsing the lungs 3 within ten minutes
4 by a tank of oxygen 5 by an inexperienced person
59. While waiting for the pulmotor one should —
1 attempt to avoid the instrtmient 2 apply another type of resuscitation
3 pump oxygen from a tank 4 draw air out of the limgs 5 dilute the air
60. The pulmotor is a menace in the hands of a novice because —
1 of the danger of injuring the stomach 2 it might not arrive on time
3 it can be of great advantage 4 it should be properly handled
5 of the danger of collapsing the lungs •
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
Score .
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TEST 4. WRITTEN RECALL
I
Blackic was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became
frightened and rtin up a tree. After he got high up in .the branches, he was
afraid to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath
the tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he
would want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come.
Finally her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The
man went up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was
happy to have her kitten again.
II '
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift.
John's father showed him how to use the paddle and told him that he might
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island.
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave
turned the canoe bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water
out onto the island just as another huge wave came in. The canoe floated away,
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the canoe, which
had blown a distance away.
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